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ABSTRACT
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) has recently gained traction amongst academic
researchers and cultural resource managers due to reasonable equipment costs
and software processing advancements. Archaeologists have applied GPR within
various methodological approaches, focusing on GPR's ability to map multiple
soil types, concentrate an area of interest for archaeological testing, or gain
knowledge with attention to site preservation. More recently, proponents of noninvasive survey techniques have called for an advancing discussion of GPR
results. The trajectory of this call aims to focus the interpretation of historical
groups and events through GPR results and move beyond traditional
geoarchaeological prospection practice. My research assessed a nuanced
approach at the New Quarter site near Queen's Creek in Virginia by combining
GPR, archaeological excavations, soil augering, radiocarbon dating, and
historical research. The New Quarter site is an Early Archaic to Early 20th-century
site, with the majority of known archaeological features and material culture
associated with the 18th century Burwell family slave quarter referred to as New
Quarter. In 2006, test units exposed a subfloor pit feature associated with an
enslaved dwelling. My research focuses on the subfloor pit location as it is an
ideal candidate for testing GPR to survey the limitations and characteristics of a
building structure while comparatively discussing previously identified regional
18th century slave quarters. The results and discussion of my research
demonstrate the success of utilizing GPR to identify geologic and anthropogenic
clayey soils at the New Quarter site and provide further information on enslaved
family formation in Virginia’s plantation landscapes through space and
architectural form.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is utilized in both academic and commercial
archaeological practice to identify subtle geological and anthropogenic soil layers
below the surface (Leach, 2019). GPR is an active geophysical method. It
projects energy from an antenna into the ground and collects the reflecting
energy into a receiver, where the amount of energy received is quantified relative
to time and space as the equipment is moved across a surface. The change in
soil composition can be identified through the frequency signal from the collected
data. The quality of GPR data is site specific and based on the amount of clay
present in a site's subsoil (Dalan and Bevan, 2002:795). Today, non-invasive
techniques are applied more often than in the past due to advances in
technologies and more economical equipment costs. However, recent
anthropological development has questioned the practice of GPR interpretation
beyond anomoly identification, geological features, and anthropomorphic
sedimentary strata (Conyers and Leckebusch, 2010). To move beyond the
traditional practice of GPR interpretation, practitioners should instead focus on
"new knowledge about ancient people or historical events," adding more context
to the site interpretation (Conyers and Leckebusch, 2010:118).
My research is guided by two questions regarding archaeogeophysical
practice utilizing GPR: 1) how well can GPR identify subtle anthropomorphic
features in clayey soils at the New Quarter site on Naval Weapons Stations
Cheatham Annex in York County, Virginia?; and 2) can GPR results be used to
expand traditional site prospection interpretations to discuss past peoples and
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historical events? The two questions above will be explored using a
methodological approach using the following methods: GPR survey,
Archaeological survey, soil probing, radiocarbon dating, and historical research.
This introduction chapter will discuss the general background and historical
context of the New Quarter sites physical and cultural landscapes.
The New Quarter site (44YO1060) is a 50-acre multi-component
archaeological site located on the south end of Queens Creek, a tributary feeding
into the York River in York County, Virginia (Figure 1.1). The New Quarter site
was previously excavated twice in early June 2006 and 2007 (Monroe, 2006;
Stokes, 2009). Cultural occupation occured from the Early Archaic (8,000-6,500
BC) to the early 20th century, with most artifacts dating to the 18th century Burwell
family slave quarter known as New Quarter. The United States Navy currently
owns the property and the surrounding 11,500 acres, known jointly as Naval
Weapons Station Yorktown (NWSY) and Cheatham Annex (CAX) (Stokes,
2009:27). Roughly 600 African American residents were displaced when the
Navy took ownership. CAX was commissioned in 1943 during WW2 as an
assembly and shipping base. By 1998 CAX was folded into the same command
as NWSY, still serving as a logistical base to ship supplies for the Atlantic fleet
but also as an outdoor recreational facility for military and civilian contractors.
The New Quarter site’s name comes from a 1782 map (Figure 1.2) depicting
several building structures near the south creek bluffs labeled "New Quarter."
From 1720 to the 1840s, the Burwell family, Nathaniel (1680-1721), Carter
(1716-1756), and Nathaniel II Burwell (1750-1814), owned New Quarter which
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Figure 1.1: The New Quarter site excavations completed in 2006 and 2007 covered roughly 50 acres of
land on the south side of Queen’s Creek in York County.
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Figure 1.2: DeSandrouin 1782 map depicting several building structures near Queen's creek with the label
"New Quarter." By the 18th century, New Quarter was a Burwell family Auxiliary farm.

served as a tobacco, and later agricultural and livestock farm worked by
enslaved laborers and possibly overseers and tenants (Walsh, 1997). The term
“quarter” holds multiple definitions within an 18th-century context (Chappell,
2013:157): a space where slaves lived, a community of grouped dwellings where
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slave families lived, or a secondary farm where a slave or white overseer
managed the field workers some distance from the land owner's mansion house.
If we accept these three variations of how a "quarter" is defined, then we can
recognize the dynamics of enslaved places, varying in form through both time
and space.
My research aimed to utilize GPR to map an enslaved dwelling space on the
New Quarter site. Archaeologists from the 2007 excavation (Stokes, 2009)
uncovered a portion of a subfloor pit that is often associated with enslaved
dwellings throughout colonial Virginia, specifically in the Tidewater region (Kelso
and Frank, 1972; Fesler, 2004; Samford, 2007; Hatch, 2009; Heath and Breen,
2009; Heath, 2010; Chappell, 2013; Franklin, 2019). In March 2020, the
archaeological test of the subfloor pit was located in the field by myself and
several Navy cultural resource managers. A GPR grid was placed on top of the
subfloor pit location and its surrounding area. The relocation of the subfloor pit
was included within the GPR survey to help identify the pit’s associated building
structure. Within the GPR grid, soil augering ground-truthed the depth of each
soil layer within the GPR grid and define the horizontal extent of the pit feature.
Archaeological test units ground-truthed anthropogenic features identified from
the GPR results and identify material culture associated with the pit and dwelling
structure. Absolute dating techniques such as radiocarbon dating were paired
with relative calibration curves to chronologically sequence anthropogenic feature
fill containing burned material. Comparative archaeological assemblages of
enslaved dwellings from the lower peninsula Tidewater region were compared
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and contrasted to New Quarters GPR results—six comparative dwellings were
included in the study from Utopia IV, Carter’s Grove, Kingsmill quarter, and Rich
Neck. The comparative household assemblages were correlated with the GPR
results in this research to compare and contrast construction materials,
architectural forms within regional slave quarters, location on a plantation
landscape, spatial layout, and who may have been residing in the quarters. All
five methods stated within this paragraph were used to test both my research
questions regarding GPR suitability at the New Quarter site and interpreting its
historical past.
While some slave quarter dwellings still stand within the Chesapeake region,
many have fallen into disrepair and were demolished over time, leaving behind
evidence below the surface for archaeologists to uncover (Heath and Breen,
2009:3). When excavating an entire house site, archaeology can be highly
destructive, leaving little to no situ evidence for future generations to investigate.
Though all forms of archaeology are destructive, a phase III, ‘open area,’
excavation is needed to uncover the limits of a dwelling structure. This can be
problematic as technologies, and methodological approaches become more
advanced over time potentially allowing novel future analysis. Therefore, GPR
and the methodological approach I propose in this research is beneficial in terms
of site knowledge-gain for a ‘preservation in place’ model.
While the conventional excavation method is destructive, they are also costly
in comparison to GPR surveying ( King and Bevan, 1993; Hargrave, 2006;
Johnson and Haley, 2006; Lockhart and Green, 2006; Dixon, 2006; Conyers,
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2009; Carducci 2012; Miller et al. 2018; Gustavsen et al. 2020). GPR should be
used as a guiding aid for more extensive excavations or used congruently with
limited test units as an alternative.
Given the call by Conyers and Leckebusch (2010), this research attempts to
contribute to the academic and management practice of using GPR beyond
anomaly identification. This will help address the gaps between interdisciplinary
studies and archaeological/anthropological discussions. By presenting a
methodological approach that touches between non-invasive techniques,
academic and commercial archaeology, and anthropological discussion, I hope
to present research that bolsters the use of GPR in archaeology and acts as a
model for future research.
Some limitations inhibited my research’s methodological approach. In regards
to anthropological thought and theory, more research could have been focused
on these topics. More time could have been devoted to defining both space and
place, family formation processes of enslaved laborers, how labor itself had
diachronically changed from the 17th to the 20th century, the dynamics of the
plantation owner and their laborers, and additional comparative examples from
other regions of colonial Virginia and Maryland. In regards to methodology, my
research was limited by limited material culture to sufficiently yield tangible
qualitative data. While GPR data is sufficient to target areas of possible
anthropomorphic presence below the surface, large-scale excavations would be
necessary for a complete understanding of an archaeological household.
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However, the quantitative and qualitative models can be crucial for site
management and preservation.
Cost resources had also limited additional fieldwork for my research. The
rental fee and shipping cost of GPR equipment had dictated how many days in
the field I could perform a GPR survey. Given more opportunity to survey,
several settings on the GPR equipment could have been used to survey the
same grid to verify which worked best for soils at the New Quarter site. While the
cost of equipment rental may be economically limiting for a graduate student to
comprehensively investigate an archaeology site based on funding, the costs for
academic and commercial projects may not face this limitation.
The generalisability for answering both of my research questions based on my
discussion cannot be comprehensive compared to other archaeological sites.
The quality of GPR data is often defined by the soil characteristics and should be
evaluated on a site-to-site basis and the results and comparative examples are
distinct to the New Quarter Site. Still, there may be some characteristics
demonstrating patterns perceived either locally or regionally by researchers.
The context of this research was presented in Chapter 1. The research
questions have been identified, their value as a methodological approach for
researching Virginia plantation landscapes assessed, and how these methods
can be used for cultural resource management practice today. Chapter 2 will
present a general background of GPR theory, a history of GPR in academic and
commercial practice, a description of the geological formations and soils within
the region of the New Quarter site, and an introduction of the previously known
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archaeology conducted at New Quarter site. In Chapter 3, the methodological
approach will justify why my approach was conducted, how I completed the data
collection process, and a description of how each method was utilized from
collection to processing. The results of all field collection at the New Quarter site
will be presented in Chapter 4. A comparative section follows the New Quarter
site data and describe the historical research and archaeology completed on
other temporal enslaved quarter sites from the Tidewaters lower peninsula.
Chapter 5 will present my interpretation of the data from both New Quarter and
the comparative archaeological sites. Both similarities and distinctions will be
made from all sites within the framework of enslaved family formation processes
and duplex form slave quarters in 18th century Virginia. Chapter 6 will focus on
recommendations for GPR's application in academic and cultural resource
management practice, specifically for additional site knowledge with high regard
for preservation. Additionally, recommendations will be made for the future
preservation of the New Quarter site, particularly in terms of cultural resources
spatial distribution across the physical landscape. I also suggest how to develop
the methodological approach to yield more constructive results. In Chapter 7, I
will present a conclusion summarizing the constructiveness of applying GPR to
archaeological practice and its potential use in the future.
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CHAPTER 2: GENERAL BACKGROUND
Ground-Penetrating Radar Theory
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is an active geophysical method, meaning a
transmitter pulsates electromagnetic energy into the ground (Bevan and Kenyon
1975:3; Conyers, 2006:136). As the energy penetrates below the subsurface its
loses energy through reflection and refraction. Reflected energy makes it way
back to the equipment’s receiver measuring the signal’s amplitude, as well as the
time from emission to being received—this completes a cycle known as two-way
travel time (TWTT) recorded in nanoseconds (ns) (Heimmer and De Vore,
1995;41; Conyers, 2009:247; Conyers, 2012:25). TWTT is also dependent on the
antennas frequency (Manataki, et al, 2015:14). Antennas for archaeological
applications range in frequency from 270 to 900 megahertz (MHz) (Conyers,
2016:14). Lower megahertz antennas have deeper penetration into the grounds
surface at the expense of resolution—therefore, higher megahertz antennas
have shallower penetration but can identify smaller targets in the ground.
Soil characteristics and water are two factors that affect an antennas
frequency. Wet soils that retain water have a higher conductivity value than dry
soils, causing the electromagnetic energy to attenuate and absorb into the
ground rather than reflecting back to the receiver (Conyers, 2006; Conyers,
2016). Clays and silty-clays are typical soil types that are less permeable than
sands or sandy-silts, meaning they are more resistant to letting water pass
through. Therefore clays and silty-clays can retain water for longer periods of
time. On the other hand, sands are more permeable so their conductivity
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properties are lower—this makes soils less resistive for energy to pass through.
A dimensionless measurement, called the Relative Dielectric Permittivity (RDP),
is a unitless measurement or constant, which quantifies velocity and time of
energy moving through materials (Heimmer and De Vore, 1995; Conyers, 2006;
Conyers, 2012; Conyers, 2016; Geophysical Survey Systems Inc., 2019). RDP
ranges from 1 to 81 based on speed, where 1 (air) is close to the speed of light
and 81 (water) is 1/9 the speed of light (Geophysical Survey Systems Inc.,
2019:21). Materials such as wet sands have a dielectric that can range from 1218, whereas wet clays can range 20-32.
History of GPR Practice in Archaeology
GPR has been a viable technique employed within archaeology since the 20th
century (Bevan, 1983; Heimmer and De Vore, 1995, Baker, 2009; Conyers,
2009; Brown et al., 2014; Bair, 2019). The first attempt at using GPR for a
geological survey by Walter Stern in Austria in 1929 to measure glacial ice depth
(Conyers, 2006:133). Radio Detection and Ranging (radar) first saw mass
production and use by allied forces mounted on aircraft during WWII (Conyers,
2006:133). Following the war, experimentation with geophysical methods
transferred into the civilian sector, with a proton magnetometer first being applied
to an archaeological investigation in the early 1950s (Heimmer and De Vore,
1995:3). The 1972 moon landing of Apollo 17 brought with it the first GPR
system, which mapped the moon's surface and shallow subsurface properties
(Conyers 2006). However, advancements in research for GPR surveying in
archaeology would not come to fruition until the 1970s.
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In 1975, the pyramids at Giza in Egypt, and several historical sites within the
United States such as Chaco Canyon were subjected to the first application of
GPR to archaeological sites (Kenyon, 1977:54; Bevan and Kenyon, 1975). One
of the first applications of GPR for historical archaeology took place at the
Stenton Mansion complex in Philadelphia (Bevan and Kenyon, 1975). Prior
excavations around the complex had been carried out before Bevan's GPR
survey, funded by the site administer organization, Colonial Dames, and
contracted to the Museum Historic Research Center of the University Museum
and the University of Pennsylvania (Bevan and Kenyon, 1975). GPR was
incorporated as the best time and cost-effective non-invasive technique to
locations for future archaeological testing (Bevan and Kenyon 1975). This may
be the first use of GPR as a cost-savings method for a Cultural Resources
Management (CRM) project. The project concluded as a success with the GPR
identifying a stone foundation found during prior excavations and a partially
exposed underground cellar (Bevan and Kenyon, 1975). During the 1970s, the
continued practice of non-invasive methods paired with archaeology and
developments in software processing technologies, would exponentially increase
GPR's role in the field by the 1980s and 1990s (Conyers, 2006:134-135).
By the 1980s, GPR was extensively used in historical archaeology within
North America (Bevan 1983; Bevan, Orr and Blades, 1984; Guernsey, 1984;
Faulkner, 1986; Vaughan, 1986; Bevan, 1988; Bevan, 1989). The technique had
quickly been adopted to isolate building structures within an unexcavated
archaeological site and identify the same type of archaeological features beyond
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the site limits. This yielded additional information for archaeological
interpretation, but it also set precedence for further archaeological testing. GPR
processing software was in its infancy during the 1980s; most GPR surveys were
mapping unknown anomalies in the field, recorded on hand-drawn maps
(Conyers, 2006). Though this restricted a proper cultural understanding of a subsurface anomaly, GPR was proving to be a cost-effective replacement, almost as
a handmaiden to archaeology, for expensive exploratory digging (Conyers, 2006;
Vaughan, 1986). It would not be until the mid-1990s that GPR manufacturers
began creating storable digital files that would allow surveys to be processed and
post-processed in 2D and 3D images (Conyers, 2006:135). The ability of both 2D
and 3D visuals allowed practicioners to verify the horizontal and vertical spatial
distribution of subsurface anomolies.
With computer and software advancements towards the last quarter of the
20th century, GPR data processing and post-processing techniques opened the
door for data analysis with “the ability to produce synthetic computer models of
buried archaeological features and associated stratigraphy” (Conyers, 2006:135)
that could produce visible cultural resources that otherwise could not be seen
from the data in real-time.
Since the 1990s, archaeology has been more in tune with the best methods to
apply geophysical surveys such as GPR. This is not to say earlier attempts at
GPR techniques were not also intended to better field methods, but that the
dynamics of processing technology paired with earlier successes likely opened
the door to archaeologists to incorporate GPR techniques (King et al. 1993;
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Conyers and Cameron, 1998; Baker, 2009; Brown et al. 2014; Foster, 2019). In
terms of budgeting and time, King (1993) employed GPR and proton
magnetometry and archaeological testing of the non-invasive surveys to identify
historic burials and buried features in a cemetery in Mechanicsville, Maryland.
After ground-truthing, it appeared there were one-third more burials than
interpreted from the GPR results—magnetometry proved to be less productive as
a large quantity of buried metallic artifacts likely disrupted the data results (King
et al. 1993:10-15). Though not precisely accurate, (King et al. 1993) suggest that
of particular research questions and objectives, GPR has the potential as a
technique appropriate for archaeological investigations and saves time and cost
for project management. What could have been lacking from this research was
other abilities to view the processed and post-processed programs.
By 1998, Lawerence Conyers boosted the groundbreaking achievements of
GPR processing technologies with the introduction of three-dimensional
computer mapping (Conyers and Cameron, 1998:417). His achievements came
from a concern with the late 90s common GPR technique used to identify
anomalies in real-time by unsystematically "scanning" the field (Conyers and
Cameron, 1998:418). Though this technique is still commonly used today and
mainly as a primary scanning technique to test potential areas of interest, new
processing technologies allowed the archaeologist to collect multiple transects of
data collected within a grid. The collected datasets could then be processed,
creating interpolated 3D images of “large site maps” defining subsurface cultural
features (Conyers and Cameron, 1998:418). These nuanced field and processing
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techniques allowed archaeologists to expand their knowledge of the surrounding
landscape with these cost-efficient surveying techniques.
From 1995 to 2007, excavations at the Chadbourne site located in South
Berwick, Maine, identified and defined an extensive archaeological 17th-century
farmstead landscape (Baker, 2009). In 2003, GPR was utilized by
geoarchaeologist Peter Sablock who identified what appeared to be a large cellar
feature along a sloped hillside not previously tested for cultural resources (Baker,
2009:7). The feature was interpreted as a barn with a cellar placement where a
cart would have access to manure (Baker, 2009:7). This interpretation of the
findings determined the fieldwork the following year and fitted the archaeological
evidence. Another GPR feature found in 2003 was interpreted as a trench.
Excavations in 2004 identified a “large sill trench” that was an extension wall to a
30’ x 56’ building structure (Baker, 2009:7). The 2007 GPR results included
several postholes and the corner of a wattle fence. Processing programs such as
RADAN 7 used in (Baker 2009; Sablock, 2014) had helped archaeologists see
such subtle cultural anomalies otherwise not seen in "noisy" raw data or older
techniques. Much of the Chadbourne site’s archaeological interpretation was
determined by GPR results and after groundtruthing, proven to be entirely
accurate.
Applications of various GPR antenna frequencies have become common
practice among archaeologists in recent years (Carducci, 2012). It is possible
that the commercial manufacturing and reasonable cost of GPR units primarily
used by other fields have become more readily available to academic and
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cultural resource managers over the past twenty years. Carducci’s (2012:38-39)
GPR survey at the Durant-Kenrick House in Newton, Massachusetts, entailed
applying two antennas—a Malå X3M 500 MHz an unknown 250 MHz antenna.
Another GPR survey on a Roman period site, including buried features, entailed
GPR equipment from three different manufacturers: the SIR-3000 system, Pulse
EKKO 1000 system, and the NOGGIN system (Carducci, 2012:32).
GPR processing techniques have become widely used and well detailed in
academic research over the past 20 years (Conyers and Cameron, 1998;
Sablock, 2014). Applying other non-invasive methods can complement GPR and
has been widely utilized amongst archaeologists. At the Field-Bickford Garrison
site, Sablock (2014) presented a detailed article on GPR methods, processing
techniques, and field data-collection techniques. Sablock (2014:20) also uses
Electromagnetic Induction (EM) as a comparative geophysical method to his
GPR data. Distinctive to his technique was combining the two geophysical
methods and collecting data on the same survey grid four times over two years
as a control measure for soil moisture conditions and as an averaging technique.
Though not including the steps of which processing technique was utilized, he
does include each post-process; "post-processing included cross-talk and
surface effects removal, increasing signal gain, filtering, and transforms. A
deconvolution function was initially applied to the records. Still, it degraded the
more subtle features and consequently was not used" (Sablock, 2014:20).
Though these post-processes are a "black box," meaning their mathematical
algorithm is unknown to the consumer, they allow the processor to manipulate
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the data to "clean" or "amplify" subsurface anomalies which assist interpretation.
Sablock’s article highlights all of the critical inquiries of practicing a GPR survey.
It defines the importance of field techniques including survey line spacing,
frequency antenna used, techniques for processing and post-processing data,
and a thorough analysis of soil quality.
Today, researchers have begun to embrace using GPR surveys to inform
archaeological investigations both in academic research and CRM practice. GPR
is often performed in conjunction with other invasive and non-invasive surveying
methods, more often today than in the past (Dixon, 2006). Rather than simple
anomaly hunting, GPR surveying has now shifted towards a 2 and 3-dimensional
analytical method that can add greater detail to a site's cultural interpretation.
Important to non-invasive results is to understand the feological changes over
time which may have shifted a landscape both physically or chemically.
Local Geology of the Lower Peninsula
Geomorphology
Cheatham Annex is located within the Atlantic Coastal Plain Province, in the
Lowland Subprovince of the James-York peninsula (lower peninsula)
(Thornberry-Ehrlich,2016:2). The New Quarter site and the rest of Cheatham
Annex consist of sedimentary deposits belonging to the Elsing Green
Alloformation (Thornberry-Ehrlich, 2016). The deposit sequence was a
quaternary fluvial event that shifted the James-York peninsula from a protected
estuary to a coastal estuary mouth (Zimmt et al., 2019:55). The transgression
event took place between the middle of the Pleistocene or between 125,000 to
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400,000 years ago (Thornberry-Ehrlich, 2016:T3-4). The Elsing Green
Alloformation has been identified by geologists along the York River (Figure 2.1),
including nearly all of Cheatham Annex, and in certain regions 15-ft thick
Thornberry-Ehrlich (2016:T3). The James-York peninsula consists of multiple
escarpments relating to sequences of elevated terraces. Fluvial erosion events
created these escarpments over the last 20,000 years due to fluctuating sealevel changes (Thornberry-Ehrlich, 2016:vii). Sediment deposits from Elsing

Figure 2.1: Geological map of the region surrounding the New Quarter Site at Naval Weapons Station
Cheatham Annex. Map adapted from Thornberry-Ehrlich (2016). “Qeg” or the late-Pleistocene Elsing
Green Alloformation is the predominant alloformation along the south end of the York River in York
County.
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Green on its gently sloped terrace and scarp include: coarse-grained sands to
pebbles, grading upward to muddy, fine-to-medium grained sand (ThornberryEhrlich, 2016:table pg.3). There is a lack of updated information regarding this
region's local geology that incorporates the new alloformation identified in 2015.
Soils
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in cooperation with
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, conducted an intensive soil
survey from 1975 to 1980 (Hodges, 1985; Risse, 2007). The survey covered
James City, York County, and the City of Williamsburg. The main objective of the
soil survey was to identify soil quality for food production and planning (Hodges
et al. 1985:vii). Eight distinct soils types were identified within James City County,
York County, and the City of Williamsburg (Figure 2.2). A soil unit consists of one
or more majority soil types, sometimes including minor soil types (Hodges et al.
1985:5). Site 44YO1060 and all Naval Weapons Station's coastline fronting the
York River are identified as Emporia-Bohicket Slagle (EBS).
Emporia-Bohicket-Slagle soils are a complex of soils buffering the York
County riverfront and its tributary creeks (Figure 2.2). These soils range from
loamy to clayey, demonstrating a moderate to poorly drained soils. Emporia soils
are well-drained and consist of 30% of the soil complex (Hodges et al., 1985:7).
Bohicket soils are very poorly drained and found in the York River's tidal zones
and are 12% of the soil complex (Hodges et al., 1985:7). Slagle soils are
moderately well-drained and consist of 12% of the soil complex (Hodges et al.,
1985:7). Minor soil types comprise 46% of the region's soil complex, including
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Figure 2.2: Soil type map adapted from Risse (2007:51) based on Hodges (1985) United
States Department of Agriculture survey.

Pamunkey, Bojac, Altavista, Munden, Dogue, Craven, Newflat, Dragston,
Chickahominy, and Johnson (Hodges et al., 1985:7). All three prominent soil
types range in surface to subsoil color makeup but share the characteristic of
grain size fining upward. Both Monroe (2006) and Stokes (2009) identified site
44YO1060 as comprising of the Emporia-Bohicket-Slagle soil complex.
The importance of a geological perspective when trying to understand a
geoarchaeological landscape helps from an enviornmental understanding of what
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may cause certain amplitude signals in GPR data. Whether sand or clay, moist or
dry soils, iron-rich or silica-rich soils, the geological subterrain is highly influencial
to data quality on an archaeological site. In the cartesian sense of understanding
space, GPR practice may have a better idea of understanding GPR data quality
based on the geological properties of a specific locality or region.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Research Approach
My research goals were to test Ground Penetrating Radar’s (GPR) ability at
the New Quarter site for it’s ability to detect natural and cultural features using a
multidisciplinary approach. My approach will formatted into two stages based on
the following questions. First, is GPR suitable for identifying soil stratigraphy at
the New Quarter site? Second, can GPR data move beyond stratigraphy and
anomaly identification, and towards a site interpretation through new knowledge
of past peoples and events, between both GPR data and a comparative
approach? GPR is a site-specific technique in terms of survey success because
of a site's sedimentology (Heimmer and De Vore, 1995:9; Dalan and Bevan,
2002:795; Conyers, 2006:137; Conyers, 2016:16). Suitability was tested by
comparing GPR survey and groundtruth data, analysing whether the clayey soil
conditions were suitable at the New Quarter site on Naval Weapons Station
Cheatham Annex. The methodological approach to test this hypothesis was
similar to Conyers’ (2016:4) in understanding the physical environment of an
archaeological site: His approach includes a GPR survey on a physical
landscape with a georeferenced grid, then processing the GPR data, and finally
soil augering culturally sterile areas. Soil augering verified depths below the
surface of the stratigraphic layers, which provided a comparative source to the
GPR profile data. For my research, this geoarchaeological approach acted as a
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control between GPR data interpretation and the verification of subsurface
samples from auger sampling.
In reference to the quality of soil conditions for GPR surveying, Conyers
(2006:145) states, "GPR success in a specific area can usually only be
determined by actually collecting and processing data," regardless of what soil
survey or conductivity maps classify as "suitable" for GPR surveys. Since no
GPR surveying had been done previously on the New Quarter site or its
surrounding sites, my attempt for quality control was the first of its kind. Success
in determining GPR as an appropriate method for prospecting cultural resources
at New Quarter allows researchers a cost effective technique for large scale noninvasive prospecting that can move archaeologists towards better practice.
In addition to testing GPR’s ability to identify subsurface layers brings to
question how well mapping and interpreting the cultural record of past peoples
and events at the New Quarter site can be. As stated earlier in this thesis,
previous archaeology at the New Quarter site had identified several cultural
features likely associated with the 18th-century slave quarters known as New
Quarter (Stokes, 2009). One feature interpreted as a subfloor pit likely associated
with a dwelling was identified through two 12-meter test units. I, along with
several Cultural and Natural Resources Managers from NAVFAC Atlantic
reidentified the archaeological units containing a subfloor pits from a shallow
depression left in the ground from backfill settling over time. Field flags with grid
coordinates marking the shovel test locations were still in place and reaffirmed
the test unit's location. If GPR can successfully map stratigraphic layers at New
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Quarter, it could be possible to GPR survey the full extent of the subfloor pit and
its associating dwelling space leading to an interpretation of its plantation
landscape. This hypothesis builds on Conyers and Leckebusch (2010:118) call to
“apply tested and commonly used field procedures, sampling methods, robust
data processing and informed interpretation" of GPR’s use within archaeology.
Conyers and Leckebusch (2010:118) suggest that much too commonly, past
archaeophysical practice has utilized GPR for strictly prospection and whether
the method was appropriate in terms of success for a particular archaeological
site. Rarely had publications moved beyond the prospection stage before
Conyers and Leckebusch’s (2010:118) call for additional interpretation towards
"new knowledge about ancient people or historical events." GPR has the ability
to map archaeological space non-invasively and create an interpretive framework
to how we today perceive those lost meanings of space and place of peoples
from the past.
A GPR survey which includes the known location of the subfloor pit (feature 4)
contributes to identifying the extent of the whole feature and specify the dwelling
space and its associating features. Limited archaeological testing of specific GPR
anomalies associated with the dwelling structure would give tangible verification
to the GPR interpretation, yield material culture to contextualize the space, and
provide an opportunity for radiocarbon dating archaeological features. Each
technique has a high probability of adding context to the site history and an
understanding of past peoples, while also limiting site destruction in order to
preserve cultural resources.
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Following data collection at the New Quarter site, a comparative approach
considering six 18th-century slave quarter dwellings within the lower peninsula of
the Virginia Tidewater region was assembled for correlating New Quarter's GPR
and archaeological results. The comparative sites were chosen based on similar
spatial dimensions of the household layout, presence of subfloor pits, placement
on the plantation landscape, and their occupational period. Comparatively, slave
quarters identified archaeologically within the Virginia Tidewater region have
demonstrated variability in architectural building techniques and materials
(Fesler, 2004; Heath and Breen, 2009; Heath, 2010; Fesler 2010), these articles
explore interpretations of space and place making within plantation landscapes.
With the aid of limited archaeology, GPR has the potential to identify
archaeological features associated with the architecture of the Tidewater colonial
laboring class, also known through Fesler’s (2010:28-29) definition of “spaces”
which he borrows from Heath (2010). More specifically, recent interpretations
have explored how family formation and gender dynamics may have influenced
domestic space (Franklin, 2019:125). Particularly in regards to enslaved family
households, one particular form begins to appear by the early 18th-century in
Tidewater Virginia duplex dwellings or two-room dwellings separated by a central
chimney, and a multitude of subfloor pits appear on the plantation landscape.
The comparative analysis will draw from various household assemblages which
should compare and contrast with data recovered from the New Quarter site.
My research entailed GPR data collection with a 350 MHz GSSI UtilityScan
system hyperstacking antenna. The UtilityScan's success has been with
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archaeology, forensics, and cemetery research (Geophysical Survey Systems,
2019:17). With an approximate depth of up to 3.7m, the UtilityScan is ideal for
near-surface mapping and the ability to yield data from less-ideal conductive soil
conditions such as wet clay (Geophysical Survey Systems 2019:24). When
applied to a systematic grid for data collection with GPS rectified location points,
the UtilityScan unit can be beneficial for academic or CRM planning by identifying
anthropomorphic contexts within a reasonable timeframe compared to traditional
archaeological methods. A reasonable timeframe would in comparison to an
open-area excavation of the same size as a GPR survey. I used Radan 7
software for processing the data on a Panasonic CF-53 Toughbook laptop. This
research utilized ArcGIS for creating images and measuring cultural subsurface
features.
The methods used within this research were a convenient and cost-efficient
alternative to a traditional archaeological investigation, involving shovel test
surveying and test unit investigations. While the GPR surveying method used in
this thesis is not uncommon in other CRM and research archaeology projects,
GPR can aid archaeologists with an interpretive dataset for understanding local
cultural and geologic landscapes. An interpretive dataset in terms of GPR is
spatial data that can be employed by archaeologists to understand how people in
the past altered their physical environment and what the amplitude signals from a
particular locality look like in radar software programs. In other words, 'space' is
used within my research, meaning the spatial distribution of sociocultural and
enviornmental entities, not the meaning of space for individuals or groups which
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take on the term 'place' in the anthropological community (Lefebvre 1991; Delle
1998; Ashmore, 2002; Meskell and Preucel, 2007). Archaeological excavations
followed the GPR survey within my research to ground-truth specific GPR targets
that were interpreted by myself as being associated with a possible slave quarter
dwelling. Groundtruthing also produced material culture, adding context to the
landscape and a way to verify GPR anomalies physically. Modifications to field
techniques such as carbon-dating burned wood identified during the excavation
process in an archaeological feature added subjective context to the site's
diachronic history.
Ground-Penetrating Radar Survey
The first phase of the GPR survey was to relocate Stokes' (2009) test units,
including a subfloor pit. The location of test units 7 (TU7) and 12 (TU12) were
identified from the survey flag and depression left in the ground with exposed
plastic from post-excavation backfilling. I then cleared the surrounding area
(roughly 100'x70') of brushwood to survey with the GPR equipment—the
equipment has a low clearance of approximately 1" from the ground. The low
clearance allows the antenna to be closer to the ground, so less electromagnetic
energy is lost to surface air. The GPR survey grid for this research was oriented
so that its east and west sides were parallel with two downed trees to maximize
the number of north-to-south trending data transects. SEARCH’s interpretation
that a subfloor pit in TU7 and TU12 (Stokes, 2009:94) likely associated with a
dwelling would determine the GPR grid's coverage to include space for a building
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structure and any associated outbuildings. My data would be collected for both
2D and 3D interpretation.
The quality of a spatially referenced GPR dataset depends on a uniform
survey grid. Without a GPS-fixed GPR unit that can synchronize both location
and radar data, a surveyor must rely on establishing a rectilinear grid to collect
data equally distanced from each other (Conyers, 2012:28). By having a square
or rectangular GPR grid, the surveyor can collect data-transects in either a
unidirectional or bidirectional pattern— allowing all data collection transects to be
evenly spaced from each other. There are usually two recommended techniques
when collecting GPR data, Unidirectional or "zig-zag"/bidirectional collection
(Leach, 2019:36). The unidirectional collection technique is when data transect
collection begins from the same baseline of a gridline so that all collected data
are collected in one direction. Unidirectional is often ideal as data length can be
"stretched" in post-processing when surface obstacles cause miscalculations in
the survey wheel.
Bidirectional or "zig-zag" collection patterning when one profile data starts on
one baseline and the next transect begins on the opposite baseline of the grid.
The benefit of bidirectional collection leans towards time efficiency compared to
unidirectional transects (Leach, 2019:37).
To make sure that the grid has uniform 90-degree angles on each corner, I
applied Pythagoras's theorem [ a2 + b2 = c2 ] to determine the hypotenuse ( c ) for
two of the grid's right triangles; while leaving the initial two grid points stationary,
and adjusting the later two to form the grids four 90-degree angles. The
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southwest corner and the southeast corner of the GPR grid were fixed points at a
distance of 90’ between them. The northwest and northeast points were also 90'
from each other, and 60’ from the southern points, forming a rectangle (Figure
3.1).
The New Quarter GPR survey required several pre-survey calibrations for the
GPR equipment regarding the equipment's antenna and survey wheel calibration.
There was no rain around the time of my survey, and between Stoke's (2009)
and Thornberry-Ehrlich's (2016) assessment of the site's stratigraphy ranging
from loams to silty-clays, I set the equipment's dielectric constant to 9. Setting the
dielectric constant to 9 allowed a more accurate depth measurement of

Figure 3.1: 90’-by-60’ GPR survey.Empty spaces within the grid are large areas of uncollected data where tree
obstruction stood.
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stratigraphy interfaces and anomalies. The wheel calibration was performed
manually by setting the equipment's wheel calibrator to 30' and then pushing the
equipment from the 0' to 30' distance on a laid-out measuring tape. Once the
equipment reached the 30' line, the calibration was set, and a test profile transect
was run along the 90' grid transect to make sure it matched the digital distance
tracker on the GPR equipment.
Other pre-survey settings for the GPR equipment were considered based on
the previous archaeology's known local archaeological and geologic context.
Past archaeology in the immediate area demonstrated a subsoil presence
roughly 40 to 80 cm below the surface (Stokes, 2009:36). I chose to set the
depth of the UtilityScan to 2.7m because of regional archaeological examples
and known depths of the geologic clay at the New Quarter site. The survey
wheel's encoder was calibrated along with field measuring tape. Gain control is a
function within the UtilityScan system that changes the subsurface images' clarity
based on the changing soil conditions (GSSI, 2017:13). The UtilityScan has three
settings for gain control—slow, normal, and fast. Only when there is high
variability in soil conditions should "fast" gain control be used (GSSI,2017:23). A
normal gain control was used for this research as the soils did not demonstrate
highly various changes. This decision was based on Stokes’ (2009) assessment
of the landscape's stratigraphy, as well as the UtilityScan's manual
recommendation for normal gain to be used for "most conditions" (GSSI,
2017:23). The last pre-survey specification used for this research was having the
band filter on, which was "designed to downplay horizontal noise artifacts
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resulting from wet or clayey conditions" (GSSI, 2017:15). As stated in the GPR
theory section, wet soils, especially clay, have high attenuation and produce a
‘noisy’ signal. Once these specifications were met, I then considered specific
data collection field techniques.
With the GSSI UtilityScan 350 MHz being a medium-frequency antenna, 1foot spacing intervals were decided for data collection. This spacing offers the
higher precision required for targeting subtle cultural features in Virginia. In an
archaeological context, GPR data has commonly been collected at 1-meter
intervals or less (Conyers, 2012:28). A few drawbacks from the bidirectional
collection can be a higher probability of human error in field notations, unequal
transect lines because the operator did not start and end a transect directly on
the grid perimeters, which will cause a geometric error, or adding transects that
fill the backend of objects in the field grid (Leach, 2019:37). The surface
topography on the grid can also affect the data by "striping" the data's 3D
geometry (Leach, 2019:37). Striping is when a target in the ground appears to be
stretched in 3D-view because the interpolation process of adjacent 2D datasets
is offset because of the bidirectional collection from the field. I chose to perform
unidirectional data collection as opposed to a bidirectional collection that can
cause processing setbacks.
As Leach (2019) suggests to operators regarding 3D visual ability and
accuracy, the unidirectional pattern technique is preferred for data collection as
all transects can be "stretched" in the processing phase to fit the survey grid
distance, which may be affected by an uneven surface in the field. Stretching is
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changing the length of a profile transect to the size of what the profile length
should be on the grid. Therefore, the consistency of placing all transects in one
direction or from a single baseline to a single finish line enhances the 3D
geometric visual of subsurface features. Obstructions in the field such as trees
and bushes cause special attention and loss of data in a survey grid, making
heavily vegetated environments such as forests challenging to survey. Obstacles
cause incomplete transects across the grid. I marked the unfinished lines with
field flags on the finishing baseline. After completing the unidirectional grid
collection, the incomplete lines were collected starting at the grid's finish baseline
and collected to the tree or obstacle. The uncollected transects were grouped
and processed as separate data collections and added to the main survey grid
database according to their spatial reference (Figure 3.2). Therefore, I scanned
the entire 90'x60' survey grid area for data other than where the trees stood.
While the unidirectional/bidirectional techniques are a way of collecting data for
3D spatial interpretations, I wanted to include in this research factors of efficiency
and scalability of 2D or cross-section data for targeting anomalies and stratum.
To maximize both 2D and 3D interpretations with the potential errors
mentioned above, it is good practice to collect a second GPR dataset on the
adjacent or perpendicular axis of the first survey. When collecting data in a
unidirectional or bidirectional pattern, the surveyor collects single transects in the
same cartesian direction, possibly missing cultural features located between
transects—one example is a narrow trench-like feature. If the survey transects
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Figure 3.2: 90’-by-60’ GPR survey (not to scale). All lines represent a single collection of transect data. Both of the GPR surveys from this research are included within this
image. Survey 1 (RED) lines are oriented running from east to west. Survey 2 (GREEN) lines are oriented running from south to north. Both surveys data ‘add-on’ transects
(BLUE) were collected in the direction of where the arrow points.

are parallel to the trench, there will be fewer profiles collecting data over the
trench than if collected perpendicularly. The 2D or cross-section following this
hypothetical trench would have a stratigraphic layer's appearance demonstrating
the trench's length rather than its width. By running transects adjacent to a
narrow trench feature, the 2D profiles can better distinguish the trench’s
sidewalls relative to the surrounding stratigraphy resulting in minimal spatial
offset and an image with higher resolution (Leach 2019:37).
Contained within this paragraph are basic notations taken from my field
paperwork. This data was necessary for the accountability of the recent weather
conditions which might affect soil moisture levels while also holding accountable
information about the data collection process. Two GPR datasets were collected
on both the X and Y-axis of a 90'x60' survey grid for this thesis. The grid spaned
27.4m east to west and 18.3m north to south. I marked the grid's four corners
with field flags and stake nails to make the grid semi-permanent on the
landscape. The surveys were performed on October 21st and 23rd of 2020. The
weather was partly cloudy on both days, and the region had not experienced
precipitation since October 11; soil conditions were relatively moist. Grid 1
consisted of 61 transects beginning in the southeast corner—each started on the
east baseline and finished on the grid's west baseline. With several tree
obstructions within the grid, I collected 18 west to east transects on the west side
of the obstacles, maximizing GPR coverage. Grid 2 consisted of 91 transects
running south to north, beginning in the grid's southwest corner.
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Transect spacings are critical for 3D data collection (Leach, 2019:36). Since
data is interpolated between transects in 3D processing, tighter intervals allow
higher resolution of smaller features below the surface. One drawback to closer
spacing is time and area. It will take longer to survey a given area with tighter
opposed to wider spacing intervals. For this thesis, data transects were collected
at 1-foot spacing intervals. More closed spacing intervals between transects
allow higher resolution of 3D imagery as smaller subsurface anomalies can be
identified (Leach, 2019:36). Spacing between intervals is an interpolation based
on Radan 7's interpolation algorithm. Therefore, I chose to collect tighter spacing
intervals instead of coarse line spacing to focus on resolution. Coarse line
spacing, as Leach (2019:36) defines, is greater than 1-meter. Leach also
recommends that for historical, archaeological sites, 1.5-foot intervals is
adequate for data collection both that 1-foot intervals are ideal (Leach, 2019:3637)
Due to tree obstructions within the grid, I collected 30 transects on the north
side of the obstacles to maximize GPR coverage. Digital ‘marks’ were placed on
the UtilityScan system marking obstructions on the grid's surface, such as tree
roots, tree stumps, shovel tests, and test units. Marks are when you want to
record the placement of an obstruction, such as a surface root in the field. This
can be done by centering the equipment on top of the obstacle and selecting the
mark button. A red line digital line will be saved on that profile transect data so
the user can visualize its placement in 2D and 3D when processing and
interpreting.
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I recorded the GPR grid’s locational data using a Trimble Geo 7X handheld
data recorder. This GPS device has a GNSS accuracy ranging from 1 to 100-cm
(Trimble, Inc. n.d.). GPS points included the four corners of the GPR grid,
archaeological test units, field flags from SEARCH's 2009 archaeological survey,
as well as their test units within my GPR grid. I recorded GPS points in World
Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) coordinated geographic system with a UTM
18S projected coordinate system. Coordinates contributed to site documentation
and creating GIS imagery for this thesis.
Processing and Post-Processing
My thesis used GSSI's Radan 7 software for post-processing GPR data. Postprocessing software such as Radan 7 field data can be difficult to interpret "due
to inherited noise issues, improper gain levels, and other unavoidable problems"
(Leach, 2019:1)—these problems are mainly site-specific. Radan 7 allows the
visualization of 2D profiles and processing 2D datasets into 3D spatial models.
Leach (2019:1) suggests that while the 3D images are appealing for visualizing
geometric features at relative depths, 2D profiles have a better ability to define
stratigraphic interfaces such as pit features (Leach, 2019:1). I produced 3D
models and enhanced 2D images by uploading both gridded datasets .dzt and
.dzx files.
For processing guidance, see (Leach, 2019); otherwise, I will briefly explain
the processes used within this research. The two post-processing techniques I
used to obtain 2D image quality were ‘range gain’ and ‘background removal.'
Range gain evaluates the impacts of multiple filters (Leach 2019:11). There are
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several methods to range gain available in Radan 7—exponential gain was used
for this research as a way to apply " the constructed gain curve to all scans
equally but did not differ from scan to scan” (Leach 2019:11). Background
removal was used after range gain; this eliminates as many horizontal bands
derived from external noises that the GPR unit picks up (Leach, 2019:3). Though
two post-processing techniques were used for this thesis, their impact on the raw
data is minimal compared to other post-processes. Images from Radan 7 within
this thesis include both ‘raw’ processed and post-processed data.
Processed and post-processed 3D images were stored as MXD working files
and stored within an external hard drive and on Google drive. All individual
transect data were digitally filed and grouped according to their grid survey and
'add on' type as DZT and DZX files. Images in Radan 7 were exported as JPG
files.
Archaeological Survey
I performed the archaeological survey after the GPR survey. The excavations
determined whether the GPR 'areas of interest' were real and also their soil
composition. Verifying what soil type they were had demonstrated their capability
to me GPR surveyed within Cheatham Annex. Archaeological ground-truthing
would be based on my GPR results. My GPR discussion would additionally focus
on other local late-17th to 18th-century archaeological contexts.
Three 50x50-cm units were excavated within the GPR for ground-truthing
based on my GPR results. While metric units were used for the archaeology, the
GPR survey data was collected in imperial units. Radan 7's 3D image, which
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provides grid (X, Y) coordinates, would provide the location for the targeted
features. The features locations in the field were situated by running two survey
tape measures, one on the X-axis and the other on the Y-axis of the GPR survey
grid. The 50x50-cm test excavations were aligned to the GRP grid, their center
points being the targeted features' position.
I and my advisors performed the excavations systematically as single-context
units. Each stratigraphic or cultural context was screened individually through ¼inch mesh wire. Artifacts collected from the screening process were stored in
paper bags and labeled according to the context number, test unit, excavator,
site, layer number within the test unit, and date excavated. The artifacts were
later washed and cataloged. Elevations of each stratigraphic and cultural feature
were measured in reference to the surface. Photographic images were recorded
at the interface of every context. An archaeological test unit was finished once
natural subsoil or a cultural feature/layer became present. Hand-drawn profiles
were recorded for all unit sections. Three additional test units were excavated off
each completed test unit due to expand the area of the archaeological features
uncovered. In total, six 50x50-cm archaeological test units were completed
(Figure 3.3). The units were mapped on hand-drawn maps, photographed, and
their center coordinates were recorded with a Trimble Geo 7X.
Artifact Storage
Artifacts collected from the New Quarter site were processed and stored in
plastic ziplock bags separated by context. Sub-assemblages based on artifact
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Figure 3.3: I positioned six archaeological test units in ‘areas of interest’ interpreted from the GPR results.At the
time, my going hypothesis was the GPR features were associated with a dwelling and the subfloor pit feature. All
test units were within 15’ of the subfloor pit feature.

type were stored in individual bags, which were then stored in a context bag.
Artifacts were cataloged digitally according to context number, stratigraphic layer,
UTM location, depth, type, count number, and weight. The artifact assemblage
from this research will be stored in a single container and returned to a climatecontrolled Naval storage facility.
Soil Probing
Soil probing can provide soil data and stratigraphic depths with less impact
than archaeological testing. For this thesis, a 16” soil probe was utilized to test
the site stratigraphy within the area of two cultural features, which will be
discussed in the results chapter. Seven probing tests were completed on a
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Figure 3.4: Location of soil probes in relation to the GPR survey area. I based their locations along the
horizontal axis of the subfloor pit feature to define the pits extent and elevation terminus. Soil probing was
also useful for definig the elevations of each soil layer for a tangiable assessment to the GPR data.

random transect—roughly southwest to a northeast axis (Figure 3.4). Two
archaeological test units, including the cultural feature, were probed to test the
depth of feature and subsoil. Testing to subsoil would allow a reinterpretation of
GPR data regarding the depth of
feature/subsoil interface within the 2D data. Two probes were tested southwest
of the test units at 5-foot intervals to test the extent of the subfloor pit feature and
site stratigraphy. Another two probes were also conducted northeast of the
archaeological test units for the same reason. Finally, a 7th probe was conducted
within another identified feature to test its depth.
Radiocarbon Dating
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14

Chrono Centre at Queen’s University Belfast completed radiocarbon dating

for a sample found within a small 1' diameter by 1' deep feature found within an
archaeological feature. The type of wood was unknown. Radiocarbon dating
(14C) is a relative dating method used for archaeological sequencing (Reimer,
2020:726). Reimer (2020) states that radiocarbon dating does not provide
absolute dating sequencing as calibration curves are constantly being revised as
our
understanding of our earth system is being enhanced. Radiocarbon dating can
yield calibrated ages of carbonized archaeological material to 13,900 cal BP
(Reimer, 2020:726). One quarter-size fragment of wood charcoal was sent from
the New Quarter site to the 14Chrono Centre at Queen’s University in Belfast,
Northern Ireland. The calibration dataset followed the IntCal20 methodological
protocol intended to calibrate terrestrial samples deriving from the northern
hemisphere. Fraction correction was applied for the radiocarbon dating using
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) δ13C. Substantial errors might occur if a
fraction correction is not used (Stuiver and Reimer, 1993:225). Results from
radiocarbon dating will be presented in the following chapter.
Historical Research
The historical research for this thesis was conducted through various
secondary sources. Historic maps, which included the Cheatham Annex region,
were examined from the Library of Congress website and site reports provided
by Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command (NAVFAC). Maps that were
researched included (Desandrouin, 1782; Abbot, 1862; Hotchkiss, 1828; Knox,
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1832; USGS, 1952) Secondary sources were consulted digitally through the Earl
Gregg Swem Library at the College of William and Mary website, and the York
County court records, located at the Rockefeller Library Collections in Colonial
Williamsburg. What was being looked for were maps depicting building structures
within the site area, references to quarters along Queen’s Creek, historical and
archaeological research on colonial architectural forms throughout the
Chesapeake region, research regarding Chesapeake Slavery, and Chesapeake
colonial plantation landscapes. The Digital Archaeological Archive of
Comparative Slavery (DAACS) website was utilized for its database on 18thcentury household space across the enslaved plantation landscapes from the
lower peninsula of the Tidewater region. This data was used to compare the
variables of duplex form enslaved households. Six dwelling assemblages were
studied from 4 archaeological sites for the comparative analysis of this thesis.
The archaeological sites chosen were Utopia IV, Carters Grove, Kingsmill
Quarter, and Richneck. All sources can be found in the bibliography.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
One of the goals for this thesis was to non-invasively survey a possible
subsurface colonial building structure associated with a hypothesized subfloor pit
identified in 2009. Following Stokes' (2009:36) recommendation for additional
investigations of site 44YO1060, one specific goal was to "enable reconstruction
of intrasite structure and identification of site function" relating to colonial
laborers' activities and lifeways. Nonetheless, methods such as geophysical
surveying, the archaeological field method, soil augering method, and carbon
dating can add context to Stokes' (2009:36) last two knowledge gaps for site
44YO1060. This thesis contributes to our understanding of "Burwell family
homesteads and activities in the Queens Creek area, and Burwell slave lifeways
in the seventeenth and nineteenth-century" (Stokes, 2009:36) through building
construction techniques, associated features, and their layout amongst the
plantation landscape. This chapter aims to highlight the importance of lessinvasive field techniques as a methodological approach for additional site
knowledge and as a future model for the practice of field archaeology.
Ground-Penetrating Radar Data
This section will detail stratigraphy and subsurface features for site 44YO1060
from the GPR data. Images produced represent 2D profile or cross-section
images and landscape "birdseye" images in 3D. The 3D images are
characterized at particular depths and thicknesses below the subsurface to best
visualize possible stratum and cultural features. Measurements derived for data
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analysis and interpretation were produced from spatial analysis using
Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Data Quality
2D data best represent site stratigraphy by providing a cross-section profile.
From the GPR data, three distinct layers could be identified (Figure 4.1). The
amplitude scope from the 2D profile entails high, medium, and low amplitude
reflections. The change in amplitude reflection likely marks the interface stratums'
gradual shift in soil characteristics. GPR data correlates with Stokes' (2009:69)
archaeological results regarding stratum layers and depths (Figure 4.2).
2D and 3D images were able to reidentify test units 7 and 12, feature 4,
and the positive shovel test from Stokes' (2009) survey. Due to the plastic cover
and backfill from Stokes (2009), it was difficult to determine the edge of the units
exact placement. Markering surface targets from the GPR unit were collected on
the perimeters of TU7 and 12 during GPR collection. The markers were plotted in
GIS in order to georeference TU7 and TU12’s location within the GPR grid
(Figure 4.3). The 2D images demonstrated low-quality imagery of the 2009 test
units for a few possible reasons. First, during data collection, the surface needs
to be relatively level. The equipment only considers depth relative to the
antenna—depressions in the ground even of minimal size could cause data to
appear vertically displaced when relatively horizontal. Second, the amount of
water retained within the soils may not vary from the undisturbed surrounding
soils. Water retention and variation amongst soils have been
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Figure 4.1: 2D "cross-section" and amplitude scope image. I chose this cross-section as the "cleanest" image rendering culturally undisturbed and "noisy" reflections caused
by tree roots. The top stratum (red) appears to be 0.3ft (9.1cm) thick with high amplitude reflection. The middle stratum (blue) appears to be 0.6 (18cm) thick with a medium
amplitude reflection. The bottom stratum (yellow) appears to begin around 0.9ft (27cm) below the surface and continue beyond the profile with low amplitude reflection.
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Figure 4.2: 2D profile, amplitude-frequency, and Stokes (2009:69) archaeological profile drawing mending with each other representing 3
geological strata at site 44YO1060.

Figure 4.3: Shovel test, test units, and soil probe modeling from (Stokes,2009) georectified
with GPR data. Note, the shovel test and soil probes match the space with higher amplitude
reflections. Darker shading in GPR data represents higher amplitude reflections, likely
caused by water retention. 3D sliced image was taken at 63.7cm below the surface, with a
1.5cm thickness lense.

hypothesized by Conyers (2012). He concludes that because radar frequency
slows passing through saturated soils compared to dry soils, water is the
mechanism for variation in radar high/low amplitude reflections. Nonetheless, the
marks from the GPR data match with that of the GPS site overview map.
The GPR data defined three distinct GPR features within the survey grid
(Figure 4.4), (Table 4.1). The physical location and dimensional attributes of the
features will be discussed for the remainder of this chapter, the cultural
significance will be discussed later in the interpretation chapter. These three
features will be individually interpreted from both 2D and 3D images of their
relative location on the landscape and what they may have meant to past
peoples.
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Figure 4.4: Outlines of interpreted GPR features relative to feature 4 from (Stokes,2009). 1) area
of multiple subfloor pits or single pit. 2) Outline and interior of a possible building structure. 3)
Possible fence line or shallow trench f. GPR image taken at 63.7cm below the surface, with a
1.5cm thickness lense.

Table 4.1: Table of GPR features identified at the New Quarter site.
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One or more subfloor pits were identified within GPR feature 1 (Figure
4.4).The pit or pits were less identifiable at roughly 39.32cm (Figure 4.5) below
the surface. Not until approximately 61.9cm did the GPR features extent appear
less subtle, having more geometric definition. High amplitude reflection at 0.6m
may be caused by water collecting between the less permeable cultural fill layer
and the subsoil interface—in turn, acting as a pool or catch basin for
groundwater. At a 0.61m depth, the feature(s) are roughly 2.9m northeast to
southwest and 3.8m from northwest to the southeast. The total area of this GPR
feature at .061 is roughly 10.1m2. Defining the full size of the feature(s) can only
be relatively accurate if its sidewalls are relatively vertical. To better understand
the vertical stratigraphy of cultural features, the 2D images had more definition.

Figure 4.5: Subfloor pit area has lower amplitude reflections, more similar to the surrounding
area. GPR image taken at 39.3cm below the surface, with a 1.5cm thickness lense. At 0.4m
below the surface, the feature's extent is hard to identify compared to deeper 3D slices; this
could be caused by settling water on top of the natural subsoil.
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The cross-section profile or 2D slice image offers a higher definition of the pit
feature(s) (Figure 4.6) and (Figure 4.7) High amplitude reflection can be seen
roughly from 0.3 to 0.61m below the surface in both cross-section images. This
characteristic is similar to Conyers' (2012:30) reflection of a buried floor in a
basilica in Israel. Though these two regions have different soil characteristics and
are affected by the local geology and environmental conditions such as rain, the
high amplitude reflection distinguishing the two strata's interface is similar. As the
amplitude reflections in (Figure 4.7) yield high signal reflections varying in
elevation, open exposure to weathering elements or multiple pits of varying size
and depths are responsible.

Figure 4.6: Northwest-to-southeast profile of GPR subfloor pit feature(s). The image on the left renders the 2D
profile. image on the right demonstrates a 3D slice at 61.9cm from a 1.5cm thickness lense.
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Figure 4.7: Southwest-to-northeast profile of GPR subfloor pit feature(s). The image on the left renders the 2D profile, while
the image on the right demonstrates a 3D slice at 57.6cm from a 27.4cm thickness lense.

The GPR data may have identified the interior floorplan of the building
structure. GPR feature 2 (Figure 4.4) represents a subtle rectangular footprint
likely to a building floorplan. The GPR feature is defined at roughly 63.7cm below
the surface. A comparative example to GPR feature 2’s reflection derives from
Conyers' (2012:32) compact floor analysis (Figure 4.8). Conyers’ image (Figure
4.8b) in a controlled environment was able to capture the drastic change in
frequency from sand fill to a compact clay floor, while in contrast to trace B being
a continual sand fill sequence. If GPR feature 2 happens to be the interior
floorplan of a building structure, then the survey grid only captured one
measurable dimension inferring its size. From the southwest to northwest corners
of GPR feature 2 measures roughly 5.5m. This dimension could be the gable
side or depth of the building structure. The northeast side of the feature appears
to measure at least 9.3m long,
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Figure 4.8: A drastic change in soil characteristics can be identified through high and low amplitude signatures. A)
2D profile of site 44YO1060 demonstrating the difference in radar frequency at the interface of two different soil
types at particular elevations. Note the velocity change from the frequency signature of Trace A. Area around the
70ft mark appears to contain homogenous soils with slight variation. The 43ft, 46ft, and 54ft mark include
medium frequency reflection. Archaeology uncovered tree roots at this elevation and could be a viable
interpretation for this signal. B) Image and figure caption from Conyers (2012) demonstrating the vertical
frequency signatures through single and multilayered locations.

continuing beyond the GPR grid, so its total length is unknown, while the
southwest length does the same, measuring to a minimum of 5.2m. The feature
appears in both 2D and 3D images around 39.3cm below the surface but fades
away rather quickly, possibly indicating a relatively thin lense. The side perimeter
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of GPR feature 2 appear to align with the bottom sides of GPR feature 1—there
is a possibility that both features are contemporary with each other.
The final GPR feature appears to be a narrow and elongated feature (Figure
4.4 (Feature 3)), (Figure 4.9). From 3D images, each lengthened section appears
to measure roughly 7.9m long and about 45.7m to 70m wide. The depth of the
feature seems to be approximately 7.6cm thick. GPR feature 3 also appears to
be slightly aligned with both GPR features 1 and 2. The low amplitude signal
from GPR feature 3 suggests a subtle change in soil composition compared to
GPR feature 1. The feature could be a fencing structure associated with a
building or a sill-laid trench for a building structure.
Other sources of data would be needed to support an interpretation from GPR
data. After the GPR assessment, I planned archaeological testing of three GPR
features. Groundtruth evidence would support both GPR cultural interpretation
site stratigraphy specifically to the locality of site 44YO1060.

Figure 4.9: GPR feature 3 visualized in both 2D and 3D. In the 2D image (left), the feature fill appears to be
roughly 7.62cm thick. The width cannot be determined from this image as the profile image is not directly
perpendicular to the feature. The 3D image (right) defines the feature's L-shape symmetry.
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Archaeology
This section aims to present the results from the archaeological field methods
performed at site 44YO1060. Archaeological testing was concluded in three days
over a three-month period, from the end of November to the beginning of
February. The results will include unit stratigraphy, archaeological features, and
material culture. The archaeological investigation's objective was
threefold: to ground-truth interpreted GPR features, test the precision of the GPR
results across the landscape, improve the understanding of the localized
stratigraphy firsthand, and incorporate contemporary material culture to better
understand the context of previously identified feature four or the subfloor pit.
Stratigraphy
I identified four distinct layers of stratigraphy (Figure 4.10). Layers 1 and 2
were similar in texture, though layer 2 included more transitional inclusions from
layer 3. In comparison to Stokes (2009:69), their "stratum 1" combines what I
have separated as layers 1 and 2. For this thesis, I separated Stokes's stratum 1
in which artifacts were "more frequent in the lower centimeters" (Stokes,
2009:69). This was done to narrow the elevation margin for artifact recovery in
Stokes' stratum 1. Stokes' stratum 1 and 2 interface was characterized by tree
roots, similar to my layer 2 and 3 interface—elevation data also support this
comparison.
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Figure 4.10: South stratigraphic profiles of test units 18 and 21. (Top) Digital stratigraphic profile of test units 18
(right-half) and 21 (left-half) defined by four sequential layers. (Bottom) Digital photograph of test unit 18 and 21’s
south profiles—interfaces are scored with a trowel for a higher visual contrast.
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Of the six 50cm2 test units conducted by myself, William and Mary
Anthropology Department staff, and Navy cultural resource managers, the upper
layers (1) had a thickness ranging from 5 to 8cm. This layer was composed of
fine-grained loamy sand that was very dark brown (10YR2/2) throughout all six
units. A dense root mat of young brush and weeds composed the upper portion
of this layer. No artifacts were recovered within this layer.
Layer 2 ranged in thickness from 4 to 11cm. The composition of this soil was
similar to layer one as it consisted of a fine-grained loamy/silty sand mixture. The
color was consistently a dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) with light olive brown
(2.5Y5/4) inclusions similar to layer 3. This layer is likely the upper transitional
sequence between layers 1 and 3. Artifacts were present within this layer. A total
of 12 artifacts were recovered from this layer. Layer 2 likely relates with Stokes'
(2009:69) layer one where "artifacts tended to be most frequent in the lower
centimeters." Therefore, layers 1 and 2 from this thesis are likely stratum one
from Stokes (2009:69).
The thickest of the excavated layers, layer 3’s range was 9 to 17.5cm. This
layer consisted of fine-grained silty sand with a light olive-brown (2.5Y5/4) color.
Artifacts were present within layer three and contained the highest number count
of the three layers. A total of 81 artifacts were recovered from this layer; Artifacts
included oyster shells, lithics, brick, native and historical ceramics, bone, nails,
and glass. The vast context of layer three could imply plowzone mixing.
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Layer 4 was identified as the natural subsoil. Subsoil was reached in four of
the six units excavated. The top of the subsoil layer varied from test units (TU18,
19, 21, and 23) between 23 and 32cm below the surface. Archaeological features
were located intruding into subsoil in all six test units— only two (TU20 and 22)
were unable to be accessed through traditional excavation techniques due to
feature fill throughout the entirety of their units—soil augering made it possible to
test not only the feature fill depth, and depth to subsoil. The natural subsoil
consisted of a very fine-grained silty clay with a yellowish-brown (10YR5/8) color.
Archaeological Features
A total of 7 archaeological features were identified within the 6 test units
(Table 4.2) and (Figure 4.11) from the excavations. These features were
distinguishable by their soil characteristics, inclusions, and color cutting into the
natural subsoil. TU19 and 23 included five circular features having diameters
between 12.2 to 15.24cm. One circular feature is located in the northwestern
quarter of TU19, another continues into the western profile of TU23, while the
final three were grouped in TU23’s

Table 4.2: Archaeological features identified at the New Quarter site during the winter of 20/21. Feature 2
continued beyond Test Units 20 and 22, and likely same as feature 4 from Stokes’ 2009 survey. Features 3, 5, 6, 7,
and 8 are undetermined as either posts or roots due to their characteristics. Additional excavations may conclude
their type as more spatial data becomes available.
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Figure 4.11: Seven archaeological features were identified during the excavation phase of my research during the
winter of 2020/21. Feature 2 is likely a continuation of the subfloor pit feature (feature4) from Stokes (2009) initial
identification.
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northeastern quadrant. The amount of tree coverage within the GPR grid area
might suggest the five features could be pseudomorph tree roots. The five
features do align in the vicinity of GPR feature three and could suggest a
possible fenceline; both native and historical artifacts were recovered in the unit
layers above the five features such as Varina net-marked and cord-marked
pottery, processed jasper fragments, post-medeival redware, and shell-rimmed
pearlware. All five shared similar characteristics as they had a dark grayishbrown color (10YR4/2) and were composed of fine-grained loamy
sand. All five features were approximately 32cm below the surface. No artifacts
were present at the feature’s surface elevation.
Context 12 was located in both TU18 and 21. The feature’s shape was mainly
circular with a 0.3m diameter; though, it has a 9.1cm wide and at least 15.2cm
long “tailing” that continued into the northern profiles. The elevation for this
feature was located 30cm below the surface. The feature fill is composed of finegrained silty sand with a grayish-brown (10YR5/2) color. Charred wood was
present in the feature fill and composed less than 15% of the fill matrix. A sample
of the charred wood was recovered and sent to Queen’s University Belfast for
carbon dating to contextualize a fill date for the feature—results will be detailed
later in this chapter. A soil auger had been positioned within the center of this
feature to determine its depth. Details on soil augering will be detailed later in this
chapter as well.
Test units 20 and 22 both contained cultural fill material classified as my
archaeological feature 2. Excavations were terminated once the feature fill's
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surface was identified— approximately 26 and 33cm below the surface. Soil
augering was performed at the center of both test units to determine the
termination of the cultural fill deposit—details are given later in this chapter. The
fill material encompassed the entirety of the test unit area. The soil had a very
dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) color and was composed of fine-grained silty clay.
Artifacts within the fill matrix at both units' surface included brick, iron, and
charred wood.
Material Culture
This research recovered approximately 106 artifacts and shells weighing a
total of 558.08 grams (g) (Table 4.3). Artifacts included 4 lithics, 42 brick
fragments, 6 native ceramics, 2 historical ceramics, 2 bone fragments, 10 nails, 1
glass, 7 unidentified iron objects, 1 unknown organic fragment, 1 unknown, and
30 oyster shell fragments. Of all test units, excluding the relocation test for
Stokes’ TU7 and 12, artifacts were inclusive to site layers 2 and 3. Layer 2
included 11% of the total artifact assemblage with 12 artifacts and a net weight of
35.68g, while layer 3 had 77% of the complete artifact assemblage with a net
weight of 293.65g. The testing process to relocation TU7 and 12 accounted for
11% of the total artifact assemblage, weighing a total of 223.29g. The last 1%
was a sample taken from context 12 in TU18 and 21, weighing 5.46g.
Native Ceramics
The native ceramic count consisted of 6 fragments weighing a total of 13.02g.
While one sherd is unidentifiable, the rest appear to be Varina wares; 3 cord-
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20
20
20
test
test
18
22
22
22
22
22
22
20
20
20
23
23
23
23
23
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
18
18
21
21
21

7
7
7
n/a
n/a
27
21
21
21
21
21
21
5
5
5
17
17
17
17
17
8
8
6
6
6
6
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
19
19
19

Context #
3
3
3
n/a
n/a
n/a
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Layer
4129153
4129153
4129153
4129156
4129156
4129155
4129153
4129153
4129153
4129153
4129153
4129153
4129153
4129153
4129153
4129157
4129157
4129157
4129157
4129157
4129155
4129155
4129156
4129156
4129156
4129156
4129156
4129156
4129156
4129156
4129156
4129155
4129155
4129154
4129154
4129154

Northing
356237
356237
356237
356224
356224
356238
356636
356636
356636
356636
356636
356636
356237
356237
356237
356233
356233
356233
356233
356233
356238
356238
356231
356231
356231
356231
356231
356231
356231
356231
356231
356238
356238
356236
356236
356236

Easting
10-26
10-26
10-26
n/a
n/a
24
14-28
14-28
14-28
14-28
14-28
14-28
6-10
6-10
6-10
17-32
17-32
17-32
17-32
17-32
5-12
5-12
5-13.5
5-13.5
5-13.5
5-13.5
13.5-31
13.5-31
13.5-31
13.5-31
13.5-31
12-27
12-27
14-23
14-23
14-23

Depth (cm)

Artifact
oyster shell
lithic
brick
ceramic
oyster shell
organics
oyster shell
native ceramic
bone
unknown
brick
nail
oyster shell
brick
glass
nail
ceramic
oyster shell
lithic
brick
brick
native ceramic
brick
oyster shell
iron
native ceramic
brick
nail
native ceramic
unknown
lithic
oyster shell
iron
iron
bone
oyster shell

Table 4.3: Analysis of material culture recovered from New Quarter site Excavation 2020.

TU

Site #

44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060
44YO1060

Description
fragments
Jasper, non-cortical, Brook Run?
fragments
Post-Medieval redware, hollow form? Pipkin or storage jar?
halves and fragments
untreated leather?
halves and fragments
early middle woodland? Varina cord-marked?
fragment
unknown artifact
fragments
fragments, one nail, two heads
fragments
fragment
fragment, 2nd half 17th-century
whole, hand-forged
fragment, shell-rimmed pearlware
fragments
quartzite, both heat-treated and cortical fragments
fragments
fragments
fragment
fragment
fragments
possible nail fragment
early middle woodland? Varina net-marked?
fragment
fragments
early middle woodland? Varina?
fired lithic or plaster, cemented-like texture
quartzite, heat-treated, cortical fragment
fragments
2 nail fragments and an unknown iron artifact
nail fragment
fragment, evidence of heat treating
fragment

3
1
7
1
11
1
4
3
1
1
28
3
2
1
1
3
1
3
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
4
3
1
1
1

Count

2.56
1.98
7.08
12.3
210.99
5.46
47.89
6.1
0.66
1.42
10.34
3.65
6.11
0.35
3.39
48.17
0.49
15.62
35.86
21.53
4.54
1.75
0.66
11.99
2.9
3.99
3.61
20.63
1.18
1.1
7.84
11.11
33.67
1.3
1.85
8.01

Weight (g)

marked, 1 net-marked, and one unidentified Varina ware. Varina ware is found in
context from 1200 BC to as late as 200 to 600 AD according to recent
radiocarbon dates—associating both Varina and the shell-tempered Mockley
ware within the same temporal context (Gallivan,2016:72). The fragments were
found in two contexts, layers 2 and 3, within three test units. The identification of
the Varina ware type was based on the present of characteristic red inclusions
(Virginia Department of Historic Resources, 2020). The majority of native
ceramics, possibly being of an early to Middle Woodland context from this
research, would be consistent with other native assemblages from Cheatham
Annex (Moore, 2008:3).
Lithics
From the lithic assemblage, only two debitage fragments were recovered.
One non-cortical fragment of yellow jasper weighing 1.98g, and one cortical heattreated fragment of quartzite weighing 7.84g. Both fragments were recovered
with the same context (layer 3) at approximately 10 to 31cm below the surface.
My awareness of yellow jasper identified archaeologically at Cheatham Annex
derives from (McCary, 1964:36) where two flakes were found near Cheatham
Pond. Jasper has been identified as a source for tool making in this region as
early as the Middle Archaic (6500-2500 BC) (Stokes, 2009:11), while fire-cracked
quartzite could infer a domestic native encampment site where food preparation
took place (Stokes, 2009:62).
Bone
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Two unidentified bone fragments were recovered from 44YO1060. Both
were recovered from the same context (layer 3) between 14 and 28cm below the
surface. Two unidentifiable burned bones were recovered in the inventory of
Native materials of Monroe’s (2006) excavation of site 44YO1060. Bones were
also uncovered in Stokes’ (2009:69) stratum 2, which is equivalent to my layer 3.
From Stokes' (2009:84 (Figure 6-13)) survey, a high concentration of bone
recovery derived within the limitations of their test units 7 and 12—the same
study area of this research. McCary (1964:36) cites the identification of deer and
tortoise bone at the Cheatham Pond site.
Shell
There was a total of 30 shell fragments, including oyster shell halves,
identified from this research. The net weight of shell artifacts totaled 314.28g. A
high quantity of shell fragments was recovered from the feature 4 reidentification
test 9.1m west of its actual location. Oyster half-shells were recovered from this
test location and test unit 22's context layer 3. All test units tested positive for
shell fragments in context layer 3, except for TU19, where two fragments were
associated with context layer 2.
Historic Ceramics
Only two historic sherds were recovered during the survey collection for this
thesis. The first was recovered in a shallow surface test during the relocation
search for test units 7 and 12. Identified 9.1m west of the unit's actual location
was a London post-medieval redware fragment. Merry Outlaw (personal
communication, January 21, 2021), the Senior Curator at the Jamestown
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Rediscovery Foundation, identified the fragment based on the salt glaze, dark
brown discoloring on the fractured glazed seems, and fabric. Based on the
fragment size, 12.3g, it is highly subjective to determine the ware type, though
Outlaw suggested it could be a hollow form and possibly a pipkin or storage jar.
This utilitarian ware has been identified from colonial contexts ranging from 1600
to 1800 (Merry Outlaw, personal communication, January 21, 2021; MOLA,
2015). One sherd of blue painted pearlware (1774-1839) was identified 17 to
32cm below the surface within context layer 3 of test unit 23 (north of feature 4).
Unfortunately, the corner fragment had lost the paint and glaze on the majority of
the blue-painted section to allow a diagnostic identification as a possible shellrimmed fragment (1802-1830) (Stokes, 2009: 58-59). The pearlware fragment
weighed approximately 0.49g.
Glass
A single glass fragment was recovered within context layer 2 approximately 6
to 10cm below the surface. The glass fragment could not be identified based on
its size; it had a net weight of 3.39g. The fragment contained small weathered
pores indicative of glassware corrosion seen from glass dating to the 2nd half of
the 17th-century (Merry Outlaw, personal communication, January 21, 2021).
Architectural Material
One whole nail and 9 fragmented nails were recovered from context layer
three within test units 19, 22, and 23, weighing approximately 72.45g. The ten
artifacts were all found within context layer 3. The majority of identifiable nail
artifacts came from test units 19 and 23, which are located in the vicinity of GPR
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feature 3. Five non-identifiable iron artifacts derived from test units 18, 19, and
21—again, within the spatial setting of GPR feature 3. Brick material accounted
for 42 artifacts within the assemblage, weighing 47.76g in total. By weight, the
brick concentration resides within context layer 3 of unit 23, neighboring GPR
feature 3. By number count, brick fragments were concentrated within context
layer 3 of test unit 22—within the limitations of GPR feature 1.
Soil Augering
Soil augering was completed on February 3rd, 2021. Seven cores were
collected at 5-foot intervals along a southwest to northeast axis while including
test units 20 and 22 (Table 4.4). Soil cores disclosed the bottom elevations for
context 12 and feature 4 (test units 20 and 22). Additionally, feature 4's
southwestern and northeastern extent was identified from probing in 5-foot
intervals of test unit 22.
Test Unit 20
Soil augering began into feature 2 until it hit subsoil. Feature 2 had a
thickness of 16cm before phasing into subsoil. The subsoil layer within test unit
20 can be found 42cm below the surface.
Test Unit 22
Feature 2 can also be found in test unit 22 based on similar soil
characteristics and inclusions. Based on soil augering data, feature 2 has a total
thickness of 18cm. The interface of feature 2 and natural subsoil was
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Table 4.4: Analysis of soil probe data within the vicinity of feature 4.

found 51cm below the surface, slightly deeper than what was found in test unit
20.
Context 12
Soil augering disclosed context 12 having a total thickness of 15cm before
terminating to subsoil at 42cm below the surface. Soil augering provided
elevation data to support context 12 as a viable definite fill feature rather than a
small lense.
Subfloor Pit’s Spatial Limitiations
While soil augering was able to test the depth of feature 2 in both test units, it
also added a more dimensional understanding of its physical limits across the
grid. To the southwest of TU22, roughly 1.5m, soil probe 2 tested negative for
subfloor pit feature fill (Figure 4.12). The feature fill would only test positive 5ft
northeast of TU22 before testing negative at the 10ft mark (soil probe 5). This
data adds more tangible evidence to the horizontal extent of GPR feature 1.
Probe analysis by Stokes (2009) combined with my probe analysis from this
research estimates a perimeter of feature 4 (Stokes, 2009) and feature 2 to a 2.1
by 3.7m area.
Radiocarbon Dating
Recovered from the archaeological excavations at New Quarter was a quarter
sized sample of burned wood recovered from a circular feature recorded as
context 12. The burned wood was found in abundance within the 30cm diameter
and 30cm deep feature. Radiocarbon results placed the burned sample at 2102
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Figure 4.12: Soil probe locations with a georectified overlay of Stokes' (2009) probe samples. Both datasets
combined with expanding the feature or features by nearly twice the size to the southeast.

Table 4.5: Radiocarbon results from burned wood recovered from context 12 at the New Quarter site.

+/- 19 BP (Table 4.5). The 2-sigma calibrated range was BC 170-50. This
radiocarbon date signifies the age of the wood itself, not the burning or
depositional events (Gavin, 2001:27). The radiocarbon results fall within the
Middle Woodland Subperiod (500 BC – AD 900). The radiocarbon dates
disproves its association with an enslaved dwelling. Before the radiocarbon dates
were conclusive, my interpretation of the feature was a structural post associated
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with either the buildings frame or chimney structure. As the feature is now placed
in a Native context, this draws more questions about the sites diachronic
settlement patterns. In order to place context with 18th century Virginia enslaved
settlement patterns it Is best to comparatively analyze known archaeological
examples.
Comparative Archaeological Assemblages
This section examines six 18th to 19th-century enslaved quarter dwellings
from the lower peninsula of Tidewater Virginia. The quarters are known by
archaeologists today as Kingsmill Quarter, Carter’s Grove, Utopia, and the Rich
Neck quarter. They include dwellings that express variability in terms of
household space and architecture. I present a comparative analysis of 18thcentury slave quarters from the Tidewater region as a comparative assemblage
to interpret my GPR and archaeological features identified at the New Quarter
site (44YO1060). These sites were chosen by myself after assessing the GPR
and archaeological results at New Quarter as an example of what type of
dwelling might remain below the subsurface. This chapter will provide details on
architectural form, the arrangement of dwelling space, and the archaeological
interpretation supported from previous scholarship (Table 4.6) (Agbe-Davies,
1999; Carson, 1981; DAACS, 2021; Fesler, 2004; Franklin, 2004; Kelso, 1984;
Samford, 2000; Samford, 2007; Walsh, 1997; Franklin, 2019). While the artifact
assemblage may represent an occupation or post-occupation phase for the New
Quarter’s 18th-century dwelling residents, the building's spatial attributes such as
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Table 4.6: Analysis of architectural form, occupation, and other spatial attributes based on enslaved dwelling from the lower peninsula.

size, orientation, and construction method could be interpreted from the GPR
data.
Kingsmill Quarter, Structure 1, Building 1 (44JC39)
An archaeological rescue effort in 1974 in the area of what is now “Kingsmill
on the James” uncovered an 18th-century slave quarter site occupied from 1750
to 1780 (Kelso, 1984; Fesler, 2004; Samford, 2007). The quarter is situated
roughly a mile west of the main homestead, Lewis Burwell IV’s Kingsmill
plantation, on the James River's north side. Excavations uncovered six building
structures, all varying in size. In terms of my research focus, Structure 1 dwelling
will be the center of discussion (Figure 4.13). The structure is interpreted as a
duplex for multiple families or groups of enslaved laborers (Samford, 2007:68).
The 5.5 by 12.2m building incorporated two building techniques having a partial
brick foundation that was robbed out after the building was no longer functional
and a possible sill-laid wall on its northern extent. Kelso (1984) and Samford
(2000:119; 2007) have hypothesized that more recent plowing activity destroyed
evidence of the brick foundation's north section. The lean-to addition is subjective
too, as no structural post-holes or evidence of brickwork was identified—again,
either later plowing activity destroyed the evidence, or shallow foundations such
as brick piers, wooden blocks, or a sill-laid foundation were used (Carson et al.,
1981:163; Samford, 2000:119; Graham, 2013). The 3.7m lean-to addition was
placed off the northern wall identified by archaeologists from a concentrated area
of subfloor pits (Samford, 2007:68-69). An H-shaped chimney was only evident
from the heat-tempered subsoil, inferring two hearths.
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Figure 4.13: Image of Structure 1 excavated at the Kingsmill Quarter site. Image adapted from Samford (2007).
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The chimney would have partitioned the structure into two equally-sized living
spaces. Eighteen subfloor pits of varying sizes and depths were symmetrically
placed within the building (Samford, 2007:70,72-73)—5 in each of the two main
living spaces and nine within the lean-to space. For a detailed table with spatial
attributes for Structure 1's subfloor pits, see (Samford,2007:72-73).
Archaeological recovery by William Kelso at Carter’s Grove in 1974 suggests
occupation of the slave quarter during Lewis Burwell V’s ownership in the 3rd
quarter of the 18th-century (Samford, 2007:67-68). The artifacts inferred two filling
periods of the subfloor pits (Samford, 2007:70) with 8 pits along the perimeters of
the 4 exterior walls filled by 1760, while the 2nd phase appears to have been filled
between 1780 and 1783. The 2nd filling event pits were predominately larger than
the 1st phase pit. Chappell (2013:158) states that larger cellar pits were used well
into the 19th century, suggesting their size might be related to storing items for a
family unit rather than an individual who may only require a smaller subfloor pit.
Dwellings with multiple pits had fallen in numbers throughout colonial Virginia by
1790 (Chappell, 2013:158). As a slave quarter, the building may have first
functioned as a barracks for various groups and individuals. Once Burwell IV
moved to the Piedmont region in 1775 (Fesler, 2004:99), he may have taken
single (nonkinship) slaves with him while slave families negotiated or were told to
stay on the Tidewater property. The Burwell move out west may have been the
reason for the first subfloor pit filling event at Kingsmill Quarter building 1,
suggesting the move west happened sooner than 1775, and Burwell's quarters
were changing well before the American Revolution period, with the filling of
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subfloor pits being one of the results. It could be possible that residents from
Kingsmill Quarter were moved to other Tidewater properties owned by Burwell.
Either way, both interpretations define the movement of enslaved space at
Kingsmill Quarter building 1, with the development of enslaved African-American
families as a contributing factor.
Carter’s Grove, House B/House 1 (44JC110)
By 1771 Nathanial Burwell II inherited Carter's Grove and other outlying
quarters such as New Quarter, Forces, Black Swamp, and Abraham's from his
father Carter Burwell I (Walsh,1997:48-49; Samford, 2007:77). As Nathanial
settled into the ownership of Carter's Grove, he likely ordered the construction of
slave dwellings on the west peripheral of the Carter's Grove brick mansion
around 1780 (Samford 2007:75). Three slave quarter dwellings (house 1, 2, and
3) were excavated by William Kelso in 1970 west of the still-standing brick
mansion (Samford, 2007:75-84).
House B, also known as House 1 from the excavation report (Heath and
Breen, 2009), was defined as a 6.1 by 12.2m structure based on subfloor pits'
location (Figure 4.14). No archaeological evidence of a post-in-ground or bricklaid foundations were evident, suggesting the building structure may have had a
sill-laid foundation or that later plowing activity erased the archaeological
evidence (Samford, 2000:132; Samford 2007:77)—it is also possible that wooden
blocks or brick piers could have been used (Carson, 1981:163). Samford’s
interpretation for a chimney location is central within the dwelling structure on the
placement of subfloor pits (Samford:2007);. However, in her dissertation
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Figure 4.14: Excavation overview of Carter’s Grove House 1 adapted from Samford (2007).
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(2000:134), she suggests "the dense scattering of pits over the entire probable
footprint of the building, combined with evidence from the excavations, suggest
that stick and mud chimneys stood at either or both ends of the building." No
tangible evidence of a chimney was identified by Kelso and Frank (1972). Still,
the interpretation for a central chimney might also suggest a
"duplex" multi-family household, as can also be indicated with chimneys at both
ends of the building. Samford (2000:134) offers the building served as a "group
house," whether this means groups of individuals based on gender or another
form of identity, or family group is uncertain.
House 1 included 12 subfloor pits identified as occurring in two phases.
Dimensions for the pits varied as lengths reached as long as 198.12cm, widths
up to 137.16cm, and depths to 106.68cm. Artifacts recovered from the subfloor
pits fill, such as pearlware, indicate a dwelling vacancy around the last quarter of
the 18th century. As Samford (2007:80) notes, "Since soils were not screened
during this excavation, this artifact count, like that at Kingsmill Quarter, is not
representative of the complete cultural assemblage from the site." A series of
ditches and fencelines were also identified by archaeologists and interpreted by
Samford (2007) as a series of enclosures for the slave quarter dwelling. The
enclosed space may have been for gardening or a communal space for the
enslaved community. Whether for gardening or community, both were a place for
the identity of enslaved groups. Kelso and Frank (1972:18) interpreted the
ditches as not relating to draining but for planting based on their spatial proximity.
Carter’s Grove, House A/House 3 (44JC110)
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The Carter’s Grove quarter also included another dwelling (Figure 4.15)
roughly 9.1m southwest of House 1 (Samford,2007:80). Unique to this structure
in comparison to House 1 were the two large subfloor pits, each approximately
137.2 by 198.1cm in dimension and between 99.1 to 106.68cm deep. Associated
with the pits were 5 small postholes in a linear alignment in the middle and on
each end of both pits' long axis—also parallel with the dwelling's longest
structural walls. Without any clear indication of a foundation, there is no tangible
verification for understanding the relationship between postholes and the
building's structure. Possibly the posts acted as structural supports for a wooden
floor or as support beams for a two-storied dwelling, but this would be highly
subjective. No brick or post-in-ground features were evident with the buildings
interpreted 3.7 by 9.1m walls. The dwelling could have been timber-frame
construction, or later agricultural activities such as tilling destroyed the
stratigraphic evidence of a foundation or posthole features. Samford (2007:80)
interprets the dwellings' functionality as a family duplex with two equally defined
rooms. There was no evidence for chimneys or hearths from the archaeological
evidence.
Utopia Period 4, Structure 140 (44JC787)
By 1745 the slave labor at Utopia and Kingsmill plantation were joined
through the marriage of Frances Thacker Bray and Lewis Burwell IV (Walsh,
1997:43). Within 5 years of the marriage, the Utopia slave quarter site signifies a
change in how domestic space was being utilized. Labor space possibly changed
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Figure 4.15: Excavation overview of House 3 at the Carter’s Grove Quarter site. Image adapted from Samford
(2007).
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due to Lewis Burwell IV's envision for plantation production. There's also a
possibility that enslaved space was negotiated between the planter-owner and
laborers; this is suggested by Fesler (2004:62) regarding the slave population at
Utopia by mid-18th-century. The development of enslaved dwelling space may
have changed as family groups developed generationally within those
communities. This might follow the 20 to 30-year occupancy for each of the four
Utopia phases that experienced a changing social landscape with plantation
society's development (DAACS,2021). These inferences stated earlier are highly
speculative and will likely never be resolved by contemporary scholars.
Excavated in 1994 by the James River Institute for Archaeology (JRI), three
archaeological colonial buildings were identified by the presence of subfloor pits
(Fesler, 2004; DAACS, 2021). The largest of the three— Structure 140 was a
roughly 6.7 by 9.8m duplex dwelling (Figure 4.16) (Fesler,2004). There was no
evidence for post-in-ground construction or a brick foundation; therefore, Fesler
(2004:177) interpreted either a sill-laid or pier/block foundation. Samford
(2007:61) suggests that if the foundation were set on piers—or blocks—then the
building likely had a wooden floor. Four postholes along its southern foundation
were all that remained of possible architectural features associated with the
dwelling. Fesler's (2004:177-178) interpretation was either piers or shoring for
wall support. 22 subfloor pits were identified within the foundation area of
structure 140. The central subfloor pits' orientation suggested that the western
room was 0.6m wider than the eastern room (Fesler, 2004:251). No chimney was
evident within or around the outside of the dwelling—though within the subfloor
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Figure 4.16: Excavation overview from Utopia IV excavations. Image adapted from Samford (2007).

pits on each gable end (6.7m walls) included burned wood, ash, and daub
interpreting two exterior end chimneys constructed in wattle-and-daub technique
(Fesler, 2004:251). Fesler also interprets the dwelling as having a wooden floor
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based on the distribution of subfloor pits. If the pits were excavated along floor
joists, their distribution exhibits 1.5 to 2.1 joist intervals.
The abandonment of Structure 140 and its associated Utopia quarter
dwellings around 1780 is believed by Fesler (2004) and Samford (2007) to be
associated with Lewis Burwell IV's removal of himself and some of his enslaved
labor to his western holdings in response to the political conflicts between the
colonies and England by 1775 (Kelso, 1984). This left Lewis Burwell V in charge
of operations at Kingsmill, Utopia, and associating plantations (DAACS, 2021).
Archaeological evidence from the TPQ's of artifacts located within the subfloor pit
fill features roughly correlate with Burwell IV's removal from the Tidewater region.
While dwelling Structure 140 offers insight into a multiphase occupancy, its
interpretive relationship to associated building on site is limiting. Rich Neck
plantation, a property not owned by a Burwell family member, offers a multicomponent relationship between two archaeological dwelling structures possibly
occupied by residents of different social classes.
Rich Neck, Buildings 68AP and 68AL (44WB52)
The Rich Neck Quarter excavations conducted by the Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation took place from 1994 to 1995 in which archaeologists identified 2
building structures, 68AP and 68AL (Figure 4.17) (Agbe-Davies, 1999; Franklin,
2004; DAACS, 2021). Archaeological features associated with the two dwellings
contained artifacts signifying an 18th-century occupation (Franklin 2004:1). For
nearly two centuries (1665-1838), the Rich Neck land belonged to the Ludwell
family (Franklin, 2004:9). The Ludwell plantation was located about 1.5 miles
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Figure 4.17: Excavation overview of archaeological structures 68AL and 68AP. Image adapted from DAACS (2021).

north of what is today the City of Williamsburg. The architectural remains and
their associated features demonstrate a change in space for an enslaved
community-owned under the Ludwell name.
Both buildings' architectural remains are less conclusive based on the
archaeology, but the lack of tangible evidence can give some insight into
structural form. No foundations or post-in-ground features were visible from the
phase 3 excavations (DAACS, 2021). Only one cellar and multiple subfloor pits
suggest the presence of a building structure. The buildings were probably on
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shallow blocks, piers, or sill-laid foundations since no foundational features
evident for both dwellings from the archaeology.
Based on the cellar and subfloor pit's association with 68AP, archaeologists
determined the foundation of the building to have been 6.25 by 12.5m (DAACS,
2021). No tangible evidence such as heat-treated subsoil, charred wood, and
brick or daub concentrations was identified to suggest a chimney location. AgbeDavies' (1999:32) interpretation for the absence of architectural and domestic
material suggests the dwelling was "picked clean" at the end of its use around
the 1740s. The cellar could have been a periodic refuse pit for slaves from
neighboring 68AL. In all, the building likely had a lifespan starting in the late-17thcentury to somewhere within the 1740s (Agbe-Davies, 1999:31).
Architectural remains from 68AL were more evident than the previous
structure, 68AP. 68AL extent, approximately 10m northwest of 68AP, as defined
by 19 features interpreted as subfloor pits and three features associated with a
central H-shaped hearth (DAACS, 2021). The spatial distribution of subfloor pits
led archaeologists to estimate the structure’s boundary at 6.25 by 11m (DAACS,
2021). 2 sections of the H-shaped chimney had bricks left in situ. Burned subsoil
was identified on both sides of the chimney, inferring hearths on each side. The
central chimney likely partitioned the dwelling into two separate rooms of unequal
proportion. The chimney is unequally centered entirely within the northern 6.25
by 4.9m dwelling space. Of the 19 subfloor pits, 9 were in the southern room,
while 10 were in the northern room, including the chimney.
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The artifacts from the later fill period of the subfloor pits included Virginia
halfpennies, pipestems, and ceramics, suggesting an abandonment of the
dwelling around the 1770's/80's. Around this time, the Ludwell probate records
indicate that the gender and age of the enslaved laborers might suggest the
dwelling was utilized as a duplex for two enslaved families (DAACS, 2021).
Despite the distinctions between each dwelling within the Rich Neck slave
quarters, it is essential to look at the surrounding landscape around the dwellings
and how they relate and contrast to each other in either synchronic or diachronic
dimensions. Several inquires can be engaged upon the archaeological record,
historical record today to interpret how colonial society moved upon the physical
landscape. In the case of Rich Neck, if we think of the space of its quarters as a
place for the overseer before being turned into enslaved housing then maybe
more questions and perceptions of the landscape can be made today to ask why
it changed. This either imposed or created place by the Rich Neck’s laboring
class which adds to our present understanding of colonial society and the social
change of the colonial laboring class. In terms of historic buildings, we may today
only interprete their previous occupation as belonging to a particular group
opposed to maybe several different groups at different times.
Conflicting Conclusions on the Archaeological Record
The archaeological practice of examining plantation landscapes has come a
long way over the past 4 decades since Kelso and Frank's (1972) investigations
from Carter's Grove. The colonial Virginia slave quarters mentioned in the above
comparative analyses demonstrate the various distribution of household space,
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architectural materials used for construction, and their spatial distribution on the
physical landscape. How and why past peoples utilized these spaces, and how
change occurred through time may have defined the colonial plantation
experience which archaeologists have questioned from the historical and
archaeological record. Over time, future research will present more
archaeological assemblages of plantation landscapes than we have today.
Comparatively, we may be able to recognize similarities, distinctions, or both that
we today can analyze for understanding the intangible social landscapes of the
past. The relationship between the six archaeological sites described earlier in
this chapter was chosen to demonstrate the situated space of enslaved multifamily dwellings. More questions can still be asked regarding these spaces,
notably how form changed through time for enslaved dwellings.
Archaeologists have questioned whether different groups occupied colonial
dwellings at various stages of a building's lifespan (DAACS, 2021; Samford,
2008; Fesler, 2004; Agbe-Davies, 1999). Fesler’s (2004:249) interpretation of
structure 140 at the Utopia 4 site was originally built to house an overseer and
later converted to a multi-family duplex slave quarter once the surrounding
archaeological structures (150 and 160) were constructed. A similar
interpretation comes from the Rich Neck quarter site. DAACS (2021) suggests
that 68AP may have been an Overseer's dwelling before its cellar was used as a
trash pit by residents of 68AL. As Agbe-Davies suggests, the functionality of
subfloor pits can and should be thought of in regards to colonial Virginia's
dwelling; "Clearly, the initial function of a structure is not the only important one
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within a cultural system. The cellar and the building above it were probably many
things to many people. And in the end, it served one last function—as a refuse
pit" (Agbe-Davies, 1999:32). The six archaeological case studies within this
thesis were meant to contextualize time, space, and form for primarily 18th
century Virginia slave quarter duplexes to compare and contrast the GPR and
archaeological results at the New Quarter site (44YO1060) for interpretive
correlation.
A GPR signiture may vary amongst all comparative sites. As the partial brick
foundation at Kingsmill quarter would likely have the strongest signiture due to
the bricks fire and compact characteristics which is widely different to subsoil in
comparison to redeposited fill material. The brick should be more resistant to
electromagnetic energy passing through its material which will cause mainly
reflected energy and a higher signiture. With context 12 having a high signiture
likely due to the amount of carbonized wood in its fill, a GPR signiture of subfloor
pits near hearths which may contain burned wood such as at those at the
comparative sites may also have a similar signiture to feature 4 at the New
Quarter site. Where brick and stone foundations at some quarter sites would
have a highly strong GPR signiture, those on frame, pier, or earthfast foundations
may still yield a distinct GPR signiture from their subfloor pit features and fill
material. It should be noted that the ability to map a type of archaeological
feature with GPR is site specific due to the geochemistry of the soil and the
amount of moisture retained in the soil as well. My suggestion to test the ability to
map a quarter dwelling with GPR, specifically in the lower peninsula, would be at
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the initial archaeological site identification phase, before extensive excavations
take place destroying the archaeology. That way the undisturbed post-structure
fill and the majority of undisturbed subfloor pit fill can be mapped with GPR, such
as that of my research at the New Quarter site. In all, enslaved quarters in the
lower peninsula such as those in this comparative section, will have a high
signiture in GPR data where burned material and hearths are present. Subfloor
pits , depending on their fill material may have a distinct signiture to that of the
surrounding subsoil. Where a lack of brick or stone foundations are present, the
associated archaeological features of enslaved quarter sites can still yield a
distict or “loud” GPR signiture.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
The results indicated that the GPR method employed at the New Quarter site
was suitable for determining site stratigraphy in a geological environment whose
soils have a high clayey content. Soil probe data and archaeological testing
determined soil layers at relative depths below the surface, which matched the
change in amplitude signals and visible interface distinctions from 2D data.
Success in determining site stratigraphy from the GPR method proved its worth
for surveying subsurface anthropomorphic feature fill with subtle soil variation
and compaction to that of surrounding undisturbed stratum such as subfloor pits,
midden features, and compacted household floor space. In addition, subtle
cultural features such as those stated above yield pertinent archaeological data,
enabling new interpretations of past peoples or events to the New Quarter site.
GPR data was able to identify three different layers of stratigraphy. Layers 1
and 2 from this research were separated only to distinguish the vertical
distribution of material culture. Otherwise, their soil composition was the same,
mainly consisting of a natural buildup of organic sandy loam likely over time. The
most recent plowing activity occurred during WWI in 1917 (Stokes, 2009:85),
suggesting layer 1’s accumulation happened after this event. Stokes (2009:69)
references the evidence of plow scar activity at the bottom of their stratum 1,
classified as layer 2 for my research. My data, both from GPR and the
strategically placed archaeological test units, did not include any such evidence
of plow scars. Amplitude signals from the GPR data did not demonstrate any
distinction between layers 1 and 2 from this research, likely due to their very
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similar sandy loam composition. Both layers 2 and 3 contained native and
historical artifacts at varying depths, signifying plow activity and/or root
bioturbation. The bottom of layer 3 marked the extent to which plowzone activity
did not disturb cultural resources, such as feature 4 identified by Stokes (2009).
While soil probing proved its success in identifying layers of stratigraphy and their
accountable depths, this method did not provide the material culture needed to
present enough historical context for interpretation.
The GPR laid the groundwork for assessing the immediate spatial context
around the subfloor pit. While the GPR data defined the extent of the subfloor pit
or pits, another unique characteristic for a building feature was the subtle change
in what appears to be the interior floor space, identified as GPR feature 2. The
GPR signal of the floor plan might have been the result of compaction from
constant foot traffic if there was a dirt floor. Otherwise, if there was a raised
wooden floor, the signal may be from some other unknown cause possibly
relating to unexposed environmental conditions— though this is highly
speculative. Archaeological evidence had not proven the foot traffic compaction
theory as test units were not strategically placed to answer this question.
Nevertheless, the interior footprint verified from the GPR data suggests spatial
dimensions for a building, characteristics that may indicate how the building was
constructed, and how these attributes compare and contrast to contemporary
examples from local archaeological assemblages. The people within the
Chesapeake region began to shift from earthfast construction to other forms by
the 18th century. Additional forms may have been a response to the changing
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economic, political, sociocultural, or natural environment and either imposed by
plantation management or as a form of resistance in laborer identity.
If we look at the six comparative building assemblages along with the GPR
data from New Quarter, there was no evidence for earthfast construction.
However, archaeological research throughout the Chesapeake region has
uncovered 17th-century building structures with similar dimensions roughly 20' x
40' (Mallios, 1999:28). Earthfast construction had continued into the 18th century;
for example, the Flowerdew Hundred site near the James River had a dwelling
with a post quem date of 1740. The majority of these buildings housed planters,
indentured servants, and enslaved laborers up to the third quarter of the 17th
century. Around this time, colonial laws began to institutionalize race-based
slavery, which changed the dynamics of inter-cultural relations amongst colonial
labor classes living amongst each other. Separate living spaces developed
between owners and laborers, creating a place where both were physically
separated from each other on the physical landscape (Graham, 2007:519).
Fesler (2004) interpreted earthfast buildings found at the Utopia III site as being
used by enslaved laborers up to the third quarter of the 18th century. My research
does not detail the dynamics in which the regional shift from earthfast to framed
and log construction came to be around the 18th century. Still, it is worth noting
that the social, economic, and political landscapes of Tidewater, Virginia, were
changing. For references involving the social dynamics of 18th century Tidewater
Virginia, see Walsh (1997), Fesler (2004), Samford (2007) and Fesler (2010).
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I had chosen the comparative archaeological assemblages from Utopia IV,
Kingsmill Quarter, Carter’s Grove, and Rich Neck for their similarities in
construction type, spatial dimensions, having a presence of subfloor pits, and
temporality with New Quarter's subfloor pit as it was associated with an 18thcentury slave dwelling (Stokes, 2009). These seven dwellings (including New
Quarter) were categorized based on similarities from the attributes listed above
as a unique form to the Lower Peninsula in an 18th-century context. All the
above excavations and GPR data demonstrated no evidence for earthfast
foundations. For my research, it can then be interpreted that frames or logs were
laid on piers or blocks, or frames were directly laid on the ground. With one
exception, Kingsmill Quarter’s Structure 1 had a robbed-out brick foundation with
a lean-to addition constructed on either a sill-laid or pier/block foundation.
Graham (2013) cites a shift in change from earthfast construction to other
forms by the end of the 17th century. Though earthfast continued into the 18th
century, its popularity drastically declined. Colonial society in the Chesapeake
took to experimentation with more permanent forms of construction; a few of the
dynamics adding to this shift came from the rising life expectancy throughout all
colonial classes and a stable socio-economic environment (Graham, 2013:214).
Graham (2013) explains two framing techniques that would have been most
popular in Chesapeake rural landscapes: New Quarter and the comparative sites
used within this thesis—articulated frames and log walls. As Graham (2013:218)
states, articulation framing was a form in which all framing members from walls,
ceilings, to floors were exposed and finished as a new stylized design. Log
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construction has its roots in the upper Chesapeake during the second half of the
seventeenth century with the arrival of Northern European immigrants (Graham,
2013:214). Graham infers that no foundations are necessary for log construction,
though it should not be discluded that log construction also rests on piers, blocks,
or brick and stone foundations. Frames could have rested on piers or blocks
such as the 19th-century Banks Farm Kitchen and Slave Quarter in Dinwiddie
County, which rests on stone piers. Regardless, the lack of evidence for earthfast
construction for the buildings cited within this thesis at Kingsmill Quarter, Carter’s
Grove, Utopia IV, Rich Neck, and New Quarter demonstrates a period in time
where alternative construction methods occur more frequently and explain
variation in household space throughout enslaved rural communities in the Lower
Peninsula. Besides the framing and foundation styles, other social aspects such
as family or social group formation influenced enslaved dwelling space which the
archaeological evidence for New Quarter and the other comparative sites might
demonstrate.
Memory through oral histories has the potential to narrate what African
American housing for York County’s black communities may have been like in
the early-20th century. These early memories might help recognize old 18th or
19th-century dwellings that could have been still standing or an idea of what type
of housing construction was being used at the turn of the 20th century in my
research study area. For example, one interviewee in 1987 from the
Williamsburg area notes that her great-grandmother, a resident of the pre-Civil
War free-black settlement known as the “reservation” in York County, had a one-
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bedroom log cabin (McDonald, Stuck and Bragdon, 1992:9). Though the
interviewee noted single-room log cabins, it cannot be clear whether the same
construction methods had been applied for duplex-style housing in 18th-century
dwellings. Another interviewee states that her Grandparent's house on the
"reservation" was a: "well-constructed frame houses, probably of the "I" style so
common in Tidewater, Virginia at the time. Fannie Epps described her
Grandparent's home on the "reservation" as a spacious one, with two rooms on
the first and two above, fronted by a porch" (McDonald, Stuck and Bragdon,
1992:36). If interpreted solely from ethnographic data, it would appear that
single-room cabins in the York County area in the 19th and 20th century may have
been constructed of log design, whereas multi-roomed dwellings were framed.
This information brings awareness to the dynamics of enslaved and free black
communities in 18th century plantation society.
The size of the six comparative buildings and New Quarter could imply the
buildings were multi-family or multi-group duplexes. Other than the duplexes
mentioned above, few others have been found archaeologically in an 18thcentury context within the lower peninsula of Virginia. Surveyed duplex slave
quarters have been inventoried by the University of Maryland's School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation—those examples were predominantly
late-18th and 19th-century sites and found either west of the Tidewater region or
in Maryland. Heath (2009:5) includes a table for Piedmont and Tidewater slave
duplexes with only one of 35 including subfloor pits. Archaeological enslaved
duplexes in the lower peninsula from the first to third quarter 18th century are
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more likely associated with subfloor pits than their 19th-century contemporaries
in the Piedmont region. Thinking about these sites from a diachronic and regional
perspective brings to question what dynamics motivated changed spaces. For
example, why were duplex dwellings used for family or group households rather
than single-family or individual dwellings? Why does the archaeological record in
the lower peninsula have a more significant percentage of enslaved duplexes
with subfloor pits than the Piedmont region?
Hatch’s (2009) interpretation for the last question was placed in the context of
socio-economic and political events such as local enslaved consumerism created
after the American Revolution. Early 18th century Tidewater Virginia was still
directly receiving enslaved Africans to the region; these slaves had not created
family bonds and were placed in group housing. These individuals may have had
their pit within the dwelling containing their possessions (Kelso and Frank, 1972;
Fesler, 2004), used for ritual purposes (Samford, 2007), store foods (Samford,
2007), or process leather (Kelso and Frank, 1972). While these interpretations
give reason for the decline of subfloor pits, they do not speak to community or
family formation processes. However, there may be some relationship between
the three. Hatch (2009:45) suggests that by the last quarter of the 18th century,
enslaved communities and families created a strong African American Identity,
which bound or made trusting relationships amongst each other. The number of
subfloor pits within a slave dwelling in a duplex form house could relate to
individual slaves arriving from Africa to Virginia. Their pits may have been used
to store items such as those found at Kingsmill Quarter structure 1, Carter's
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Grove house 1, Utopia 4 structure 140, and Rich Neck. More substantial pits
around 3m in length may have supported family units, such as those identified at
Kingsmill Quarter structure 1, Carter's Grove house 3, Rich Neck 68AL, and
68AP. The larger pits served a family unit rather than an individual, and hence
larger pits were needed for storage. In terms of time and space, the smaller pits
near the perimeter of Kingsmill Quarter structure 1 mainly were filled by 1760,
while the larger and smaller ones centered near the central hearth of the living
space were filled sometime between 1780 and 1783 (Samford, 2007:70). The fill
dates for the pits may have taken place when the Burwell family removed
themselves to the Piedmont region, taking with them individual slaves or
separating families while leaving other family units behind. The same
circumstance may have been the case for New Quarter, inferring that around the
end of the 18th century, the property was inhabited by enslaved family groups.
From the New Quarter GPR data, it could be possible that the dwelling
contained both large and small subfloor pits relating to enslaved individuals and
family groups— such as Rich Neck 68AL, Utopia 4 structure 140, and Kingsmill
Quarter structure 1. On the other hand, all buildings were of similar dimension
and contained pits of various sizes, which might suggest that co-residential
individuals and family groups, or the dwelling served for co-residents and was
then converted to house family groups.
The GPR data did not indicate a chimney location. The burned wood found in
the subfloor pit feature could suggest a chimney was near, but this would be
highly speculative based on my archaeological results. The data from the
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comparative sites suggest what spatial arrangement for a chimney location might
look like archaeologically. Structure 140 at Utopia 4 had two end firebox and flue
systems. All other comparative sites were interpreted as having central chimneys
(Fesler, 2010; Samford, 2007; Franklin, 2004). Overall, the lack of evidence for a
central chimney could infer partition walls separated the floorplan into two living
spaces. Kingsmill Quarter structure 1 and Rich Neck 68AL exhibited evidence for
a brick chimney from either brick scatter or what was left from robbed-out
sections. Carter's Grove house B, house A, Utopia 4 structure 140, Rich Neck
68AL, and the New Quarter GPR data did not indicate brick chimneys and were
undetermined based on the archaeology. What can be assumed is that a
chimney or more than one chimney was of stick and mud construction. These
were both commonly found up to the 20th century in log and articulated framed
dwellings throughout Virginia (Samford 2007:109). Samford (2007:9) also makes
a case that subfloor pits in enslaved households were dug to maintain the hearth
and chimney with clay patching, accommodating another function for subfloor pit
interpretation. Structure 140 at Utopia 4 was the only comparative site within this
research which archaeology resulted in the identification of two end chimneys.
The dwelling's chimneys were evident from daub, ash, and charred wood found
within the fill of the subfloor pits at both gable ends of the quarter (Samford,
2007:61). While Stoke's (2009) found a significant amount of charcoal in feature
4 fill and the feature was relatively close to what the GPR interpretation showed
to be the gable end of the dwelling, then it could be possible the building had end
chimneys similar to the firebox and flues construction at Utopia 4 structure 140.
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Utopia 4 was also owned by the Burwell family from 1750 to 1775 (Fesler,
2010:7); builders could have used the same construction methods at New
Quarter. That being said, further archaeological testing can be the only method to
truly ground-truth the question between central or end chimney placement for
GPR feature 2.
Both Kingsmill Quarter structure 1 and Rich Neck 68AL had evidence for
centralized brick chimneys. Both dwellings were interpreted as first being
occupied by overseers, then converted to slave housing. Did an overseer
influence the construction materials used? The other comparative dwellings,
including the New Quarter GPR data, included no evidence for brick chimneys,
suggesting the structures may have been initially constructed for enslaved
housing—but this is highly speculative without enough evidence suggesting
otherwise. Unfortunately, though, Stokes (2009:21) includes statements such as,
"On outlying farms, the white overseers and their families lived nearby in houses
of similar construction to the slave cabins, only approximately twice the size"—
though she does not clarify whether the "twice the size" refers to the single room
slave cabins or duplex dwellings. So were the dwellings initially for tenants on
Burwell’s property? If we think of archaeological dwellings as simply belonging to
a single group, we miss how other social groups may have used dwelling space.
Therefore, other groups may have used a building's space differently, creating
different places or had taken on new meaning. It is beyond the scope of this
thesis, but further archaeological testing on New Quarter or historical research
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may create new ideas or answers to the dynamics of plantation life involving its
laboring classes of tenants, indentured, and enslaved.
The excavations conducted during this thesis yielded a limited amount of
material culture, inhibiting site interpretation on material culture alone. From prior
research and excavations conducted on the New Quarter site (44YO1060)
(Walsh, 1997; Monroe, 2006; Stokes, 2009), archaeologists acknowledge the
site's multicomponent temporality. Native and historical ceramics provided
tangible evidence for domestic use of the site, similarly found on other sites
across Naval Weapons Station Cheatham Annex. While a fragment of redware
was identified during the excavation phase of this thesis, the site’s 17th-century
component has been acknowledged but not heavily researched. The number of
nails identified from my research within the location of the subfloor pit, though
numerous, alone cannot suggest the building's construction type. A much larger
excavated area at the New Quarter site would be needed to truly understand the
spatial distribution of artifacts across the site.
The strategically placed excavations during my research did yield important
information that further raises questions the native components of the site. For
example, the small circular features found in test units 19 and 23 could be one of
two archaeological features—either pseudomorph tree roots or small postholes
for a native dwelling. But, again, similar to the issues within this thesis regarding
the material culture, a larger excavated area would be needed to understand the
site's larger physical landscape.
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Excavations during my research did lead to a better understanding of context
12. Burned wood within the feature fill provided a radiocarbon date resulting with
a date around 2102 +/- 19 years ago. While this answered whether it was a
native or historical feature, the use of the feature is unknown. Personal
communication with Madeleine Gunter Bassett suggests the feature could be a
native hearth similar to those found at Naval Weapons Station Yorktown of
similar dimensions. The presence of a native hearth asks further questions about
the site’s native foodways, placemaking, and regional mobility patterns during the
middle-woodland subperiod—though this was not the goal for my thesis, this
opens the door for future consideration.
While the GPR survey and limited excavations had brought to discussion
architectural patterns at the New Quarter site, which can be compared to
archaeological sites associated with enslaved laborers in the region, some
questions are still left unanswered, which may only be interpreted through future
archaeological testing. For example, can any evidence of interaction amongst
overseer and enslaved laborers be identified on the site? How does feature 4
and its associated dwelling spatially relate to other buildings commonly found on
a Virginia plantation landscape? What were the day-to-day lives like for the
enslaved and later free black communities living on the landscape before the
Government took ownership in the early-20th century? My research proposes
evidence for family formation processes on the New Quarter site during the 18th
century. Further archaeological investigation can expand or develop from this
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preliminary groundwork to better understand the site's cultural resources and
historical past.
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CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDATIONS
For New Quarter site, 44YO1060, recommendations have already been
stated by Stokes (2009:103-104). New Quarter meets the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) under what she determined the site met Criterion D. Of
the recommendations and conclusions set forth by Monroe (2006) and Stokes
(2009), and because of its good preservation, the New Quarter site has the
potential to contribute to our understanding of lives of enslaved people and
plantation living within the Tidewater region. While ground truthing can add
quantitative data to our interpretations of New Quarter archaeologically, its
destructiveness takes away the ability for future technologies and methodological
advancements to acquire site knowledge.
Non-invasive techniques such as Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) become a
viable application for site knowledge while upholding the Navy’s initiative for a
‘preservation in place’ policy of its cultural resources on Naval Weapons Station
Yorktown and Cheatham Annex under section 110 of the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA). When following section 106 guidelines on either Naval
Weapons station, it should be strongly suggested to practitioners that acting
Federal agencies consider the Advisory Council of Historic Preservation (ACHP)
recommendation under Section 106 in the Protection of Historic Properties
(2000) clause, which inferred "non-destructive project planning activities before
completing compliance with section 106, provided that such actions do not
restrict the subsequent consideration of alternatives to avoid, minimize or
mitigate the undertaking's adverse effects on historic properties" (Lockhart and
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Green, 2006:21). Through such a guideline, Federal agencies and archaeologists
can maintain a 'preservation in place' policy to avoid cultural resources or create
a time-management plan of a site relegated to section 106 compliance or
potentially section 110. GPR and other non-invasive techniques then act to
preserve, avoid, and document cultural resources when development in a historic
area comes to issue.
With the success of identifying cultural resources using the geophysical
method in this research, it is suggested that future 'preservation in place' policy
for known sites on Naval Weapons Station Yorktown and Cheatham Annex
(Blanton, 2005; Monroe, 2006; Stokes, 2009; Smith, 2019) include a
methodological approach incorporating GPS, GIS, and non-invasive surveying
techniques. All of the above methods allow a site to be actively monitored, gather
new site data, enable a cost-efficient approach to guide planning efforts for
traditional archaeological data recovery, and heighten the practice for noninvasive operators.
The integrity of preservation on the New Quarter site indicates high potential
for future research. From the DeSandrouin (1792) map of the region, it is clear
that several clustered buildings were standing within the research area by this
time. Through the spatial distribution of buildings projected within the
DeSandrouin map and the technologies revolved around non-invasive surveying,
New Quarter has a high potential for successful academic research on plantation
life in the Tidewater region of Virginia, as well as a place to develop the practice
for non-invasive operators. Similar to this research, geophysical equipment could
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continue being used on both Naval Weapons Stations to research 18th and 19th
colonial building spaces regarding outbuildings, overseer houses, enslaved
quarters, free-black dwellings, lower-class white dwellings, and owner
households. Artifacts recovered during Monroe's (2006) Stokes' (2009)
excavations also inferred 17th-century occupation. Areas of concentrated 17thcentury material may be a viable space for non-invasive surveying to question
these dynamic living spaces while also concentrating the bounds of the sites.
Geophysical methods also have the research potential on the New Quarter site
to spatially map areas where native components are heavily concentrated—
possibly identifying midden features, dwelling, and burial spaces. The nondestructive nature, cost-efficiency, and methodological approaches of
archaeogeophysics are today more accepted into the archaeological surveying
communities (Lockhart and Green 2006:28) as a 'first step' towards concentrating
areas of interest in section 110 and 106 projects.
Coordinate recording on-site was an issue within this field research portion of
this thesis. As stated in the results section, the Garmin GPS unit was not as
accurate as needed. The initial four corners of the GPR unit were recorded within
a foot of accuracy, which was acceptable for the grid location but not for mapping
archaeological units and features within the grid. Therefore, a higherperformance GPS should initially be used to map two point locations near the
GPR grid. A surveying total station would be ideal to geo-record both points
within a geographic coordinate system— such as UTM, for example. With a total
station setup, it would then be possible to map surveying features such as the
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GPR grid, archaeological excavations, and surface features such as trees and
bushes with high precision. Point data can then be georectified within a GIS
database and used congruently with GPR 3D-slice images. GPR anomalies of
interest can then be targets of interest and excavated with the guidance of GIS
coordinates and referenced using the total station.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
This research has successfully tested Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) to
identify subtle cultural resources within clayey soils at the New Quarter site on
Naval Weapons Station Cheatham Annex. When archaeologists surveyed the
New Quarter site in the early 2000s, a colonial subfloor pit feature was identified,
but not much was known about its associated building structure. The
interpretation of the results suggest the space of a duplex slave quarter dwelling
similar to those specified on 18th-century archaeological sites within the lower
peninsula of the Tidewater region. This interpretation deminstrates how place
and family formation were created by those enslaved in Virginia plantation
society. A cautionary note is the uncertainty of the interpretation as there is not
enough groundtruth data. While my intention was not to go explicitly into detail on
place or family formation processes, my goal was to demonstrate how GPR can
spatialize data to raise questions about these topics. In the case of identifying
cultural features with GPR at the New Quarter site, this was a success and
proves to be a potential method for similar sites in the region. Archaeologists and
cultural resource managers with a 'preservation in place' policy for managed
lands can draw from the methodological approach performed in my research as a
non-invasive alternative for additional knowledge-gain of previously identified
archaeological sites.
The results and discussion from my research led me to believe that the same
methodological approach can and should be used on other archaeological sites
throughout all Naval Weapons Stations. GPR reduces the damage or loss of
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cultural resources during mitigation projects and can increase the footprint of a
site's boundary limits. My recommendation would be to employ GPR after an
initial phase I or II survey to ground-truth a site's sedimentary properties, then
base a GPR survey around those known cultural resources. Though this method
would lessen the recovery of material culture at a site, it emphasizes the
importance of spatial practice with high preservation.
The technological advancements of equipment and software, the economical
cost for the equipment, and the continual practice of GPR over recent years have
been influencing cultural resource firms to include the non-invasive method into
their research criteria. While GPR might not be the total solution for surveying
and interpreting cultural sites, it can aid archaeological monitoring, gaining
additional site data, or narrowing a specific area for an archaeological phase II or
III excavation. I believe that GPR will be utilized more in the present and nearfuture by archaeological practitioners than done in the past. GPR can now be
used more often to collect spatial data to think anthropologically of archaeological
sites past physical and social landscape.
Soil type is an imperative factor for a successful geophysical survey. The local
Elsing Green Alloformation conisiting of the Emporia-Bohicket-Slagle soil
complex within and surrounding the New Quarter site was a suitable geological
enviornment for mapping cultural resources with GPR. The GPR suitability of the
soil complex is contributed by its well-drained to moderately well-drained soil
characteristics, causing little reduction in GPR data quality. Less ground moisture
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means lower conductivity or “less noisy” GPR data, and was likely the
contributung factor to the suitable GPR data at the New Quarter site.
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